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Weather Forecast
Tonight and Thursday
Fair; Warmer Temperature

COLD RESULTS IN

last night. Conditions were "reported worst In years.
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28 Below at Salina.
Topeka, Kan.,, Jan. 8. Temperatures ranging from eight to 25 degrees below zero were recorded
throughout Ksnsas today. There was
no wind. A shortage of gas was general, despite urgent requests Irom officials of gas companies asking citizens to cease using theproduct lor
, hpf!ng. Salina experienced thr'low-eX- t
temperature, the mercury standIt was 20 below at
at
ing 28 below.
Hutchinson, 12 at Concordia, 10 at
Wichita and nine at Dodge City.

Washinton, Jen. 8. Democratic
Leader Underwood indicated today
that the house ways and means committee would stand for retaining the
tariff of 55 and' 60 per cent on pottery. He announced that testimony
had satisfied the committee of highly
competitive conditions of the- industry. In Europe. :
William Burgess of Trenton, N. J.,
discussing the pottery industry before the committee, said the average
profit was less than six per cent. He
Insisted that there was no combination in the industry and that pottery
Sixteen Below at Roswell
needed protection. He tespeculiarly
Denver, Jan. 8. The cold wave
labor In American pottery
tified
that
with
drifted southward last night
249 per cent more than in
cost
one crest in southeastern New Mex- plants
Austria.
ico and another In western Colorado.
At Roswell the temperature was 16
TO BRIDGE HUDSON.
degrees below zero, while in ColoN. J., Jan. 8. The
Hackensack,
at
was
recorded
rado the low mark
much discussed project of a bridge
Mark18
below.
with
Junction
Grand
ed rises occurred In eastern Colo- across the Hudson was received at a
mass meeting here last night under
rado, Wyoming and Montana, and
the auspices of several organizations
western South Dakota.
Interested in the scheme when" it was
announced that borings were started
Relief for California
in the river bed and along shore
San Francisco, Jan. 8 Seasonable
yesterday to test foundation possiannounceweather again, was the
bilities. Plans were submitted for f
ment of the weather bureau here tospan suspended from
Teha-chaday for California north of the
New York, to the Jersey
Pass. Rain was falling plenti- street,
a
b'uorc
span of 2,900 feet, which
fully this morning from San Francis- would be the
longest In the world.
co northward and it was predicted
The Bum of $50,000,000 was the mean
af
this
California
would reach central
of several estimates of the cost.
ternoon and southern California toNumerous engineers who have favmorrow.
ored tunnels, and in the light of sucdescribed
cess, with these, have
Ended
Water Famine
as "archaic," opposed the
bridges
Moderation
8.
Salt Lake City, Jan.
bridge building, declaring that two
In the weather and an Increased flow
tunnels could be built in three years
In the mains ended the water famine
at a cost of $11,000,000 as compared
that has prevailed here for two days
with 15 yaars as estimated for the
An ordeT from the Third district court
construction of the bridge.
In
commissioner
the
compelled
charge of the litigated waters in Bis
BIG POST BUSINESS.
Cotton Wood creek to supply a suffiJan. 8. Parcels handled
Denver,
cient flow to relieve the city.
Denvor
the
postoffice in the first
by
new parcels post
the
week
under
Many Orchards Saved
of 17.098. Incoming
total
reached
a
marked8
With
Los Angeles, Jan.
numbered 5,767; outgoing
ly higher
prevailing, parcels
temperature?
local 346.
and
In
smudging was successful last night
had
that
savins' oranges and lemons
been only slightly nipped by the recPARCELS POST
ord cold of the previous two days.
According to citrus experts fully half
PLACE OF A COOK
of the $50,000,000 crop may be found
to be in marketable shape.
Fifty-sevent-
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Washington,

Jan.

8.

was asked to appropriate

Conys,
250,00u

t

:

:

continuing the investigation of 'th ;
committee on economy and efficient,',
into the executive departments of tn
government in a special message tof
'
day by President Taft.
The president points out thai,
"there is no greater service that can
be rendered to the country than that
of continuance of the work of the
commission until some form of organization is provided for continuously doing this kind ofyrwork under the
executive."
The president expresses the opinion that the technique and procedure
of every branch and office of the government should be submitted to the
same painstaking
examination as
that given those on which reports
have been made. To do this, however, President Taft says that ample
fnds must be provided and he ask':
that congress1 make the ,$2.'j3,iitW up-propriation by March 4 for the incoming president.
The report of the commission contains a description of 110 subjects1,
the result of 21 months of work. The
changes recommended by the com
mission carry definite estimates of a
yearly saving of several millions of
dollars.
'

ELEVATED TRAIN COACH
PLUNGES

TO STREET

Chicago, dan.

8.
The rear coach of
Oak Park elevated road

train became derailed and fell from
the elevated structure, to the street,
at the Fifth Avenue and Van Buren
street curve of the Union Loop this
morning.
Two men passengers who were in
the car when it left the rails and
bumped over the ties for 20 feet before plunging from the structure, escaped injury by jumping into a forward car.
None of tfie other cars was derailed.
The train had just discharged its load
of several hundred jiassengers. Traf-fiwas delayed for two hours.
s

AQUEDUCT COSTS LIVES.
New York, Jan.". A death list as
long as Is recorded "in 'some of the

Snow In Sacramento.
Sacramento, Cal., Jan. 8. The first
snow storm witnessed in this part of
California in years began last night
and still is In progress in the lower
reaches of the Sacramento valley.
Snow fell in Sacramento today, a
phenomenon so seldom witnessed as
to-- render it a
curiosity. The snow
molted ns it foil.
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Washington, Jan. 8. Managers rJp-- '
resenting the house opened final ar-- j
puments .against Judge Robert W.
vrchbald of the commerce court when
; the
senate reconvened today as a
t ourt of
Impeachment to try the judge
on the charge of official misconduct
'Three days of continuous arguments,
divided equally between the prosecution and defense, will bring to a close
'.'the trial that has engrossed the time
of the senate cince Decembr .
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ADVOCATES

LAW

PUNISHING

BANK OFFICERS FOR TAKING
PERSONAL COMPENSATION
8.
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Peking, Jan. 8. Chinese robbers
shot and killed today John, the in:
fant son of the Rev. R. O. Jolliffe
of the Canadian Methodist mission.
A party of missionaries were returning by boat to the town of Tzeliut-sinwhen they were attacked by the
robbers between Chen-tand Chung-ki- n
in the provhe. of
One of the robbers was captured, but
the rest took to flight.

SAILOR

ASHC1E

WASHES

STILL LIVES AFTER

BE-

ING BUFFETED BY WAVESFOR
SEVERAL HOURS

gj

Criminal statWashington, Jan.
utes to prevent bank officers accepting "personal compensation'' for loans
from their .banks, regulation of loans
by banks to their own officers and
directors, and a stricter method of
examination were
bank
national
reforms endorrs-ethe
monetary
among
DAKCE- SIGNS AS
today by Comptroller of the Currency Lawrence O. Murray before the
house money trust committee.
GOTHAM MANAGER Mr. Murray testified that the acceptance of "personal cotnpepsation"
by bank officers for borrowers was a
WILL TAKE CHARGE OF THE growing evil that called for imperative action. He recommended legisAMERICAN LEAGUE TEAM
lation to prevent bank stockholders
ON FEBRUARY 7.
transferring their stock to Irresponsible persons when an institution wag
on the verge of failure.
Mr. Murray declared the banking
8.
L.
Frank
law
Jan.
"inadequate and defective" and
Chicago,
Chance thia afternoon" signed
that the present system of national
a contract
bank examination was "superficial ,and
manage the New,,
ineffective." President Taft's refusal
York American league baseto permit Mr. Murray to make special
ball club for three years. He
will take charge February 7.
investigations of national banks for the
committee was taken up and counsel
Terms of the contract were
not announced.
for the committee put into the record
an amended request proposing to with
hold confidential information which
the comptroller thought it unwise to
Chicago, Jan. 8. It was learned, on publish.
excellent authority that Chance will
receive an annual salary of $25,000
during the life of the contract and BOY WEDS WIFE. OF
will receive in addition five per cent
of the club's net profits, which, It is
MS DEADCFATHER
estimated, would net Chance $120,000
The
service.
for his three year's
compensation is said to be the largest
L
AT
AUTHORITIES
ever paid a baseball manager or play COUNTY
DEMANDED GUARDIAN
er.
GIVE HIS CONSENT
The contract was signed shortly afat
the
ter 2 o'clock thia afternoon
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 8. The foroffice of Ban Johnson, president of
of the written consent of a
mality
the American league. Chance's deci
guardian had to be resorted
special
was
offer
sion to accept Farrell's
to
yesterday before county officials
r
reached at the close of a
license Hedrick Armstrong,
would
conference. Chance will remain in
19, to wed Mrs. Martha Margaret
aged
to
attend
more
two
this city for
days
22 years
his
to personal business matters and will Armstrong, husband-fathe- r
been
The
old.
has
then return to his orchard In Califorsix months, after a second
about
dead
visit
to
He
week.
nia for a
expects
less than a year.
New York the first week of next marriage lasting
is the son of Dr. William
The
groom
month.
Palmer Armstrong, formerly a prominent sporting writer for a Chicago
BURIED WRONG MAN.
daily, whose mother, Mrs. Mary StewSheridan, Wyo., Jan. 8. W. E. art Armstrong, was formerly editor
Coman was ejected from a passenger of the Elite at Chicago and Identified
train here December 14, ill and In 3 with prominent committees on world's
mental state. Thf fair management.
same day he died, after telling local
authorities that he was a member
SACRAMENTO CELEBRATES.
of Garfield" Mfljsonlc lodge No. 6S6,
Cal., Jan. 8. Every
Sacramento,
Chicago. The (lodge was notified, wheel on the Southern Pacific and
and upon instructions from Chicago, Central Pacific
Railways stopped
toman was given f Masonic burial
r
turning for five- minutes shortly
Tod.v' a 'elevens received
L: re.
noon today while a high school
from W. E. Coman.'of Butte, Mont.,
girl unveiled a bronze tablet at K
in which he says he is a member of
and Front street, Sacramento.
Garfield Masonic lodge. No., 68(i, ChiThe tablet commemorates the fifHe
Is.
not dead.
cago, but that he
tieth
anniversary of the beginning of
says that he has known two other construction work on the Central Pa
men with the tame, name and Init- cific
system, the first transcontinentials, but that he is not aware that al railway, and is erected on the spot
either of them is a member of the where Governor Leland Stanford
authorities
Masonic lodge. Local
turned up the first shovelful of earth
are now wondering what W. K Comjust 50 years ago today.
an they buried here.
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country's worst mine disasters has resulted 'I'jn accidents during the
sie-buljriliig of tn
aqueduct from
the C.at.Hkill l New '. ork, according
HI ice
td tjsures ; tblisrtd here.
the first pi.rt .w s.i. tck on the aqueduct 200 men have been killed and
3,800 Injured, most of the accidents
having resulted from explosions of
dynamite.
The engineering, work is said to
BACHELORS be second
COUNTY
CHAVES
only to that of the PanaSENT
HAVE WARM DINNER
ma, canal, where 1.0S7 deaths from
THEM BY MAIL DAILY
violence have occurred in the eight
years the canal has been building. At.
Roswell, N M., Jan. 8. Of all the present there are about 11,000 men
LANE IS CHAIRMAN.
PUBLIC MARKET FAILS
unique use being made of the new employed on the aqueduct.
parcels pout system, four bachelors
Washington, Jan. 8. Committsion-e- r
Decatur. HI., Jan. 8. Mayor Dineen
near here claim, to have established
Franklin K. Lane of California
THE SMOOT CASE.
today declared that: the Decatur pub-j- l
tli
From Lake Arthur, !!'
record.
established 15 mouths ego was elected today by the interstate
New York, Jan. 8. The executive
mill's below her'', comes word that
CMiimv.x of hi mi rffoi t to
e the hi ii cost commerce commission to nerve im i;m
of 11w National
Jantin' limr tu'e iiihv having dinner, their Mothfi'M tmtny decided
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proved a failure nml cliainmui fur tho ymr
,
warm
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ROS--WEL-

BY
ESCAPE
TWO PASSENGERS
JUMPING QUICKLY INTO PRECEDING CAR

a Chicago and

IS
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GOOD BYE SHEPI
St. Louis, Jan. 8. The skin from
THE COAST STATE WILL NOT
the stomachs of eight puppies has
SUFFER AS GREAT LOSS AS
been grafted on . the legs of Ralph
EXPECTED
WAS FIRST
Kerls, a 7 year old boy of this city,
who was burned December 6, when
Benvar, Jan. 8. Three deaths in his clothing caught fire. The greater
Colorado are attributed, directly or part of the injured area is now covindirectly, to the recent cold wave.
ered, but live more dogs will be sacMrs. Mary Dingley, aged 75, was rificed to
provide the skin.
found frozen In her bed at Georgetown today.
Mrs. Clara A. Creed, aged 72, of
COME
WILL
Fort Collins, died today from a stroke
of apoplexy brought on by suffering
OFF OF POTTERY WARE
from the Intense cold.
Pue-bio- ,
suuiix
of
a
farmer
Rule,
George
was frozen Saturday night after
DEMOCRATS LEARN THAT THIS
being rendered helpless by having his
AMERICAN PRODUCT SHOULD
legs broken in a fall from a bridge.
BE PROTECTED

l.t'lWul-l- l

SHAW GIVES ADVICE

FINES.

San Francisco, Jan. 8. Unpaid
Washington, Jan. 8. More expert
ALL
fines amounting to more than $200,-00advice, on how to remodel the mon- etary"sygtcni of the United States to
imposed on tiptains of. opium
are still on
jpiovide an elastic
currency and
smuggling steamships,
the government's books pending destrong centralized reserve was heard
cision of the United States circuit
today by tjie Glass committee of the
house.
The pricinpal witness was
court on the validity of a federal
WORKLeslie M. Shaw, former secretary of
statute a century old. This came out
the
in
with
the
connection
seizurg
treasury.
today
As a remedy for existing conditions,
last night on the Pacific Mail liner
LIFE
SAVING
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY Mr. Shaw proposed that the govern POINT
China of opium valued at $9,450.
ADAMS
ment authorize national banks- - to IsUnder the statute Captain Roger
MURRAY TESTIFIES BEFORE
CREW SAVES THREE SURVIVsue unsecured currency to be guaranAllman is liable for the amount of
HOUSE COMMITTEE
ORS OF ROSECRANS
teed by the government to the extent
the seizure. The largest fine ever
of 25 per cent of their capital Btock,
imposed under the law making opium
contraband and placing It under the EXAMINATION
SYSTEM POOR ot Including surplus. In tim of crscr FEEFGHMS
HEROIC
SEKVIIE
provisions of the old statute, was
Kncy. To force contraction after the
?2C,eC5. alnst CapUuu Sievens or
emergency ceased to exist he suggestthe Nippon Maru. The only payment IT IS INEFFECTIVE AND SUPER ed that a tax of five per cent be im- BATTLES FOR HOURS IN THE
FACE OF WAVES AND ZERO
ever made was $100 by the captain of
FICIAL, ACCORDING TO THE
posed upon all such supplementary
' TEMPERATURE AND WINS
the Mongolia who was in a hurry to
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
currency until cancelled after a certain date.
get to sea.
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Ear Muffs Are Coming
Back Into Style
Th we Days

BANKING

Bingham, Utah, Jan. 8. With no
THREE PERSONS PERISH AS RE- hope of finding them alive United PRESIDENT SENDS SPECIAL MESRE- States Mining company officials ex
SAGE TO CONGRESS
THE BLIZZARD
SULT
OF
iiHCted to reach the bodies of Everett
QUESTING FUNDS
WHICH SWEPT COUNTRY
A. Squires, shift boss, and a Greek
miner by noon. The two men, with an- WARMER WEATHER EXPECTED "thu- Greek, wlicse body was recov SAYS WORK SHOULD 00 M
ered, were caught beneath a cave-Ii
in ic. abandoned
yev3JDECLAKtS OPERATIONS EVENT
INDICATIONS ARE THAT TOMORTlu. five Austrian who were InUALLY SHOULD BE HANDLED
ROW WILL SEE THE MELTjured in a similar accident at the
BY PERMANENT
BODY.;
Consolidated
Utah
ING OF THE SNOW,
Mining company
mines, will recover.
recently
Squires
came h?re from Columbus, Ohio.
0 OFFICES
IS
SAVED
CALIFORNIA

Chicago
Jim.
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perature dropped "to 10 degrees be
low zero last night, the coldest of the
winter.
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No So Bad as It Might Have Been
Sioux City, la., Jan. 8. The tern
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PiNCHOT DECLARES
THE FIGHT IS ON
PERDECLARES UNPRINCIPLED
SONS ARE TRYING TO GET
POSSESSION OF FORESTS

Washington, Jan. 8. "One of the
great battles in the fight for conservation is Just ahead," declared Gif- ford Pinohot, In an address at the an- nal meeting here today of the American Forestry association. He attacktd a movement, which, he said, was
on, foot to wipe out. the old dividing
line between state and national action in conserving natural resources
and turn natural forests over to the
states.
"Behind the stalking horse of
state's rights," said Mr. Pinchot,
"there is preparing a most dangerous
attack on the whole policy of conservation. It Is an attack in which men
ot high principle are fighting side by
side with men whose principles live
in their pockets, and for that reason it
is doubly to be feared.
"From the beginning it was upon
the forest service that the burden o
defending the conservation policy
chiefly lay," said Mr. Pinchot In conclusion. "It is on the firing liue now.
Its defeat would mean the defeat of
the whole policy of conservation."
The association concluded its ses
sion with the election of officers.

-

nt

RETURNS.
HOUSE COMMITTEE
New York, Jan. 8.- - The congressional committee' which left New
York December 2 to inspect the Pan-

ama canal returned

today saddened

by the death of Congressman W. W.
Wedlomeyer of Ann
Arbor, Mich.,
nervous proswho, suffering from

tration, jumped overboard and was
lost on January 2.
Members of the party said today
that as soon as Mr. Wedemeyer was
missed, the steamer, the Panama,
was stopped and a boat was lowered.
Although it was midnight a rough
sea interfered with the search and
after an hottr's fruitless efrort, the
boat returned and the ship proceeded.

Astoria, Ore., Jan. 8. Of the ship's
company of 36 who sailed from San
oil tanker
Francisco in the
Kosecrans, only there survived the
loss of the vessel yesterday on the
rocks of Peacock Spit.
Fred Peters, a quartermaster, is the
only man ashore. He was washed cp
on the beach last night six miles from
the wreck, more dead than alive. His
name is the ony thing rescuers wert.
able to get from him before ha re
lapsed into unconsciousness.
Two more survivors, name3 unknown
are aboard the lightship which rides
far out beyond the Columbia river
tar. They were taken from the rig.
ging of the lost ship by the life sav-darwho
ing crew from Point Adanw,
ed death for many hours to malsa
the rescue. Unable to make their
way ashore, the lifo- savers worked
their disabled boat out to the light
ship, where rescued and rescuers yet
safe when the last wireless message
was received from the tug which put
to sea last night to aid them.
une Jigntsnip nas no wireiesa equi;-meand no further message has
come from the tug Oneonta. Astern
of the lightship the disabled lifeboat
rode at midnight, a floating coffin for
a fourth member of the Kosecrans
crew who leaped from the rigging to
be picked up, but died in the boat.
The gale which drove the tanker to
liAr fafo nttlt Tinn,lA1 nvpi thn hniearly today, i There seemed Ilttld
chance that the lifesavers could mate
their way ashore before it fell. Bodies
from the wreck, including that of Captain Johnson, who followed his shii
to the end through her disastrous career, have ben washed ashore at various points. Only that of the master
has been Identified.
The wreck lies a half mile off Koi ttt
Head and Is tinder water with the exception of the main mast to which
the two survivors on the lightship owe
their lives. Peters, who survived the?
battering of six miles of breaking
seas to be flung ashore at last, Is suffering with a broken shoulder and
many cuts and bruises, but will live-H- o
has been unable as yet to tell et
his experience or of the last momenta aboard the stricken ship.
The Fort Canby life saving crew-wataken back to the station today
on a launch after drifting moat o
the night in a disabled boat. One
man was seriously Injured in the battle with the waves yesterday and the
others were worn out by their hours
of exposure and effort.

j
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coat eons mascots

Barren Island.
Jan. S. The cruiser Denver arrived today
i;tt 'Daa
S. Kuykendall and Gus Jones, immigration inspectors, and Andrew Basil,
rescued from a barren Island whe.ro
they had born marooned In the slorm
which wrecked their boat Saturday
and cost the lives of at least four
men. Ettor E. Orolanl, the' engineer of the launch Elizabeth, wtrch
carried the Immigration officers to
the Island, perish ea in the wreck ct
the boat.
Jones and Kuykendall
:iu
thf
hid lmdcl tn i i i ' ,nli to
ki "
On
Mapfeoned
S)in Diego, Cal.,

OUT OF THE KAVYt
KNOCKS OVER A UNIFORM CONADMIRAL
TAINING
DOYLE,
WHOSE "IRISH" IS AROUSED

Norfolk, Va.. Jan. 8. A belligerent
billy goat's lack of respect for the
uniform, it was said today, was the
cause for an order of Kear Admiral
R. M. Doyle banishing all of the sailor' pets and mascots from batUe-ehljwtcruisers and receiving ships at fi r Bin' '
Cum
Hits station. Admiral Boyle Is sup- - fh
: t , t
i
i
iw:d tf liuva been Inside the uniform th. t ni v n r . (
u. i
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BABY
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IRRIGATION
RUSHED AS

FMIHS'

GREAT

WHIJM

ONE-THIR- D

BASH

DAM

Or.e-tair-

p.

r
snap, weighing
yards
Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free
tons. The cableways carrying the Soap
buckets are of 14,000 feet span be- DEADLOCK IN ILLINOIS.
tween towers, over a quarter of t
Springfield, 111., Jan. 8. The fortyinilo.' tha raihTaa apfl 'Ofl fa&t flhnVP
general assembly of Illinois,
the river bed and will be over 310 eighth
which convened at noon today, will
excava
feet above the bottom of the
be called upon to elect two United
tion for the dam foundation.
States senators, one to succeed ShelOne of the three cableways handles
M. Cullom, whose term will exsand and gravel which is being taken by
next March, and the other to
pire
away to a storage dump, and will be
fill tne vacancy caused by the expulbrought, back later and used in the
concrete. The other two cableways sion of William Lorlmer, With a
25 legislators from the
are handling waste, which will be band of
party fighting republicans
used for the present in strengthening
and democrats and no party holding
the coffer dams above and below the
a majority in either house or on joint
great excavation. Two pumps are reballot, all signs point to one of the
of
the
to
out
water
the
keep
quired
liveliest sessions seen here in years.
excavations; they pump 6,000 gallons
Not
does a deadlock In connecper minute, and operate about eight tion only
the senatorships appear to
with
hours in 24. The excavations are be
a certainty, hut a bitter
he
almost
ing made by three shifts of men, ' contest
over the organization of the
work
hours
and
each,
working eight
never stops. Electric lights illumi- legislature, which may delay the regnate the field at night. A great quar- ular work of the session for weeks,a
is indicated today. Numerous
ry has been opened, and a double
have been filed against holders
track railroad runs through it. The
of certificates of election to the lower
a
is
little
government
operating quite
d
railroad system in connection with house, and these contests must be
of
before
real
of
the
work
the
20
line.
miles
of
the work nearly
The scrapers are merely removing session is taken up. The seat of nearthe surface silt, which lies in places ly every progressive member is to
j be contested, on the ground that the
uver .Liuie uauu auuj gravel,i iiu uiuer
that the grab buckets may then pick progressive party had no right to a
canup the sand and gravel free from silt; party circle and that legislative
no
in
had
column
didates
that
right,
this sorted material is taken to storto three votes each under
age dumps and will be used for con therefore,
crete, but the silt is waste. The eand the cumulative voting system.
and gravel stratum is of limited
depth, and after that is penetrated, HUMANE LAWS FOR WISCONSIN.
no
Madison, Wis., Jan. 8 With
the remaining material will be wasted
above and below the dam, and will great issues at stake and no United
not be lifted to the upper track level States senators to be elected the Wisat all. The upper track level is being consin legislature which convened toused for carrying the storage material, day nevertheless promises to make
and will later be used in the concrete for itself an important place in the
history of the state. With social betoperations.
The operations have all been plan- terment as a keynote of the legislaned for economy, and the construc- tive program, humane legislation will
tion plant itself was so planned that characterize many of the bills to be
the final loss due to "scraping" would introduced. Efforts to establish a
be as small as possible. There are system of rural credits to aid farmabout 400 men at work, and more ers, a. system of 'land colonization
could not be used to advantage at the that will make possible the "back to
the land" movement ior men with litpresent stage.
Thomas Mason has completed a tle money, a mothers' pension plan, a
preliminary survey of a high line minimum wage bill and a proposal to
canal for the 1m Palomas and Rln-co- extend the scope of the workingjnen's
valleys on the west side of the compensation act eo that occupationRio Grande and has arrived In Las al diseases may be cared for, are a
Cree, whero he will work up de- few of the measures that will be contailed plnns and. prepare an estimate. sidered.
d
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BOWELS

EFFECTIVE FRUIT LAXATIVE THOROUGHLY CLEANS
YOUR STOMACH, LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS OF SOUR
WASTE.
BILE, POISONS, GASES AND CLOGGED-U-

ni-a-

(

;

a wonderful, stomach, liver and bowel
cleanser, regulator and tonic, the saf
est and most positive ever devised.
The day of violent purgatives, such
as calomel, pills, salts and castor oil
is past. They were all wron.'t. You
get relief, but at what a cost! They
acted by flooding the bowels with
fluids, but these fluids were digestive
juices. Syrup of Figs embody only
harmless laxatives, which act in a
natural way. It does what right food
would do what eat.In lots of fruit
pud what plenty of exercise will do
fur tha liver, stomach and bowels.
He eui ii you get the old reliable and
genuine. Ask your druggist for the
full iiiitw, "Syrup of Figs find Kllxir
of ,S.;fimi," pr pared by Tito California
H'r f'yrup company, If&nd back, will)
Hi'Di ii, itl.y J"! ; Hjrtip Imitation
rccorn-lu'-mk-

i
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LAS VEGAS

Las Cruces, N. M., Jan. 8. The Ag
Tucson, Ariz., 'Jan. 8. Tucson has
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
ricultural college demonstration train, received a Christmas gift of $60,000
which was so great a success last and this sum 13 to be used, it is sug
year, will toe a feature in the instruc- gested fora P. M. C. A. building, a
tion of the farmers of New Mexico thing that is needed but which has
again this year. In fact there will not been constructed because of the
be two trains, according to the Rio great cost.
This splendid present to Tucson
Grande Republican which has the
comes from the El Paso and South
following:
The first train will leave State Col- western Railroad company and is the
lege January 15, and will be run over sum given by citizens of Tucson for the
Capital Stock,
of the railroad Into this
the lines of the El Paso and South
western railroad. This train will run city.
Cflce with the Ssa Migse! Mstioasl Bask
It has been intended all along by
fiom El Paso to Tucumcarl and then
over the Dawson road to Dawson in the directors of the El Paso and
Colfax county, returning to Tucumca-r- i Southwestern
that the amount of
Win. G. HaydoD
President
and running to the eastern extrem- money given by the citizens should
Vice President
II. W. Kelly
be returned, but it has been a quesity of the state.
D.
T.
Treasurer
Hoskins
This train will be similar to the tion as to how it should be done and
Santa Fe train sent out over that road for what purpose.
Interest P&id on Deposits
The suggestion by. the directors
by the college last year, equipped at
the college and manned by collegj that Tucson build a Y. M. C. A. with
lecturers. This train will make a the money is a splendid one and
great many stops and lectures and meets the hearty approval of the men
COMMISSION MEN MEET.
demonstrations will be made to the who were most influential in getting
O., Jan. 8. The annual
Cincinnati,
farmers. Last year thousands upon the money with which to purchase
convention of the National League of
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
as well as of all of Commission
thousands of the farmers of New the
Merchants met in this
Mexico attended the lectures given by those who contributed to the found.
with a large attendance of
Several times efforts have been city today
the members of the college faculty,
members from Chicago, New York,
and the interest In scientific farming made by Tucson citizens to rais sufBuffalo, St. Louis, Kansas City, New
methods haa grown as a result. The ficient funds with which to erect a
Orleans and numerous other places.
train this year will reach a portion of Y. M. C. A. building and put the or- The
sessions will continue tnree days,
the state not traversed last year, and ganization on its feet in this comU- i
which time a wide variety of
during
will be of great benefit to the farm- munity, but every time the effort has
to
commission
ft . "r,
the
subjects relating
failed because of the large sum nec- bislness will
ers of the Rock Island southwest.
be considered.
Through ProfeBsor Tinsley, now essary.
connected with the industrial depart
Telegram from Walter Douglas
ment of the Santa Fe, another demon
Walter Douglas, telegraphing from FOR A BAD STOMACH
stration train will be run over the Bisbee, sent the following message to
Santa Fe, starting some time in Feb Tucson regarding the rich Christmas
OVERLAND f'CDFl 59 T
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN
ruary. This train will contain one present:
car of exhibits, a lecture car and ac "Hugo J. Donau, president, and N. E.
commodations for the lecturers. It
Plumer, vice president, Railway
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
TIME 1TI IN FIVE MINUTES GAS,
will be run over the Santa Fe system
Holding company, lucson, Ariz.
AND
SOURNESS
INDIGESTION
show you.
"In deep appreciation of the spirit
and will be on the road more than
IS GONE
six weeks, making longer stops than shown by the citizens of Tucson in
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indigesdid the train last year, and giving the acquiring and presenting this com
Las Vegas Automobile ft Machine Co
farmers and others interested more pany with
and ter tion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food
eat
into
ferments
and
you
gases
opportunity to study the exhibits and minals, the directors of the El Paso
methods illustrated. This train will and Southwestern Railroad company stubborn lumps; your head aches and
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
remain a day at most off the towns on have instructed me to present in their you feel sick and miserable, that's
the Santa Fe and the lecturers will name the sum of sixty thousand dol when you realize the magic in Pape's
It makes such misery
be enabled to give more careful at lars, to be expended in some public Diapepsin.
vanish In five minutes.
tention to details.
improvement to your city. It Is sug i
ff your stomach is in a continuous
Good roads will be given special at gested that the amount be applied
tention on both of these trains, spe toward the construction of a Young revolt If you cant get it regulated,
cial lectures on this subject will be Men's Christian association building please, for youi- sake, try Diapepsin.
so needless to have a bad stomdelivered, and instruction given as to which would be adequate for the It's
achmake
your next meal a favorite
the best methods and the desirability needs of your community.
food
then take a little Diapepmeal,
and advantage of good roads.
Wishing you a very merry Christ
sin. There will not be any distress
Professor Conway will accompany mas I a m.
eat without fear. It's because Pape's
both of these trains and will dovot(
"Yours very truly,
Diapepsin
"really does" regulate weak
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD III ONE DAY.
his time to organizing and perfecting
"WALTER DOUGLAS.
stomachs that gives It it'a
Vice President El Paso and South
the Boys' and Girls' clubs, the big In
millions of sales annually.
Always remember the full name. Look
dustrial organization of the state. western Railroad company."
a large fifty-ceGet
case
of
Vox this
Pape's
Farming experts, horticulturists, irrisignature on every box. 25c.
Diapepsin from any drug store. It is
A WAY OUT
gation engineers, soil experts, will be
the quickest, surest stomach relief
sent out by the college with these
and cure known. It acts almost like
A
Resident
Las
East
of
Shows
Veaas
(rains, and will render valuable aid
to the farmers of the state.
magicit is a scientific, harmless
the Way
and pleasant preparation whkh truly EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS
OPTIC
There's one effective way to relieve blongs in every home. Adv.
kidney backache.
4 Liniment and plasters may relieve
NEWS FROM THE r.ADITAI
a.
it;
But they seldom reach the cause.
Backache is cause to suspect the
Santa Fe, N. M., Jani 8. This was
kidneys.
a quiet day at the capitol, with a few
Doan's Kidney Pills are for dis
callers who braved the below zero ordered
kidneys.
weather to call on the governor or EaBt Las
Vegas people back them up.
on other officials.
Read a case of it
As usual, the state engineer's office
Alfred Underwood, 80b National St.,
was the scene of much activity. The East Las
Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I
following water applications were re- have
previously recommended Doan's
ceived:
Kidney Tills through the local papers
No. 717. William H. Matthews, and I have vouched for their
merit
water from arroyos near Deming to whenever
questioned in regard to my
irrigate ICO acres; direct diversion.
statement. I obtained Doan's Kidney
No. 718. George M. Miller, from Pills at the Center Block
Pharmacy
arroyos near Doming, to irrigate 6"-- and they brought me relief from back
acres; direct diversion.
ache and other symptoms of kidney
No. 721. Rufus Boyce, from the
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
complaint. Since then I have taken
Pecos river, to irrigate 320 acres by this remedy off and on whenever 1
He has not only explained the vfelue and usefulness of his
prod
pumping.
have had need of It and it has done
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
No. 715. Pedro Quintana, from good work. If my kidneys do not act
statements.
Dry Lake canon, to irrigate 150 acres; properly or If my back aches, I can
direct diversion.
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He
can
Doan's
depend upon
Kidney Pills to
No. 716. B. A. Rodriguez, from Immediately drive away the trouble.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
Lopez canon, to irrigate 100 acres;
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
in
the
but
in
making
only
goods
right,
advertising, which
direct diversion.
cents. Foster-MIlburCo.. Buffalo
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
No. 719. Bonifacio Archuleta, from New York, Bole agentB for the United
Rio del Aso, to 'rrlgate 160 acres, by States.
good secure repeat orders.
direct diversion. PLemember the name -- Doan's and
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
take no other. Adv.
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.

$30,000.00
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There Is Only One

-

"Bpomo QuinltiQ'

That is

QizsttvG

WHY IT

PHG

M D WEMTiSEO

THIS GENTLE

A harmless cure for sick headache,
for biliousness, for a sour, gassy, disordered stomach, for constipation,
Iifi stion, coated tongue, sallowness,
take delicious Syrp of Fig
pi si pies
K ; the ieauso of all these troubles lies
ina to rpid liver and sluggish condition
l' your thirty feet of bowels.
A toaspoonful of Syrup of Figs to
night means all poisonous waste matter, the undigested, fermenting food
and sour bile, gently moved on and
out of your system by morning, without griping, nausea or weakness. U
a cheery day tomorrow
mill In lit days thereaftPr.
i
don't think of gentle, cffn.5-- i
i
of Flvs as a physic. Do.i't
,
i
a aris (lmrffin.if JournUf, for
, f.'
Kima end (iroiijaOca cai

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

PRESENT

right-of-wa-

30,-oo- o

BAD

TUCSON FINE.

SURPLUS

PAID IN

Las Vegas Savings Bank

200,-00-

DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR

CAPITAL

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
AND MAKES A GIFT OF $60,000 FOR Y,
M. C. A. IN RETURN FOR LAND
SANTA FE WILL
TO HELP BOOST STATE
DONATION

Monroe, Wis. "When my baby was six
week old there came a rash on bis face
POSSIBLE.
which filially spread until tt got nearly all
over bis body. It formed a crust on his
d
completed is the great head, hair fell out and the Itch was terrible.
reservoir at Elephant Butte. .This is When he would scratch the crust the water
the official statement of the Reclam- would ooze out in big drops. On face and
body It was In a dry form and would scale
ation Record published by the gov- off.
He was In great misery and at nights
ernment, December issue. More than I would lay awake holding his bands so
25,000 cubic yards of the main dam that he could not scratch and dLsflgure himself. I tried simple remedies at first, then
self have fcecn put in place, which
medicine, but It did no good. Finally
got
means that the dam is & per cent or a friend suggested Cuticura Remedies, so
I sunt for a sample to see what they would
completed.
when to my surprise after a few applicado,
0
totaled
to
has
date
Excavation
tions I could see an Improvement, and ho
cubic yards, 139,000 yards of would rest tottc. I bo'ight a box of Cutiwhich was done on account of thd cura Ointment and a Cake of Cuticura Soap
lf.w T ha then h xscd iii W,y
great flume to carry the .river drtng and
was cured. His bead is now covered with a
was
construction, but much of which
luxuriant growth of hair and his complexion
necessary also for the foundation of is admired by everybody and has no disI hope other mothers will
figurements.
the dam tiself.
experience and not be worn
my
profit
by
foundation
Excavation for the dam
out with poor babies who are tortured with
is now going on, according to official skin and scalp affections." (Signed) Mrs.
Annie Saunders, Sept. 29, 19U.
statements, at the rate of about
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
rate
a
month
cubic yards per.
for poor complexions, red, rough hands, and
that will be greatly exceeded, possibly dry, thin and falling hair, and cost to little
doubled, when the whole mechanical that it is almost criminal not to use them.
.Sold by dealers throughout the world. Libplant and the general operation are eral sample
of each mailed free, with 32-fully under way. The ',clam" shell book on the skin and scalp. Address postDept. T. Boston."
grab buckets take up three cubic card "Cuticura,
Tender-facemen should use Cuticura
about three
at a

',

1913.
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FAST AS

j

8,

GIVES

RAILROAD

AGAIN

Soap and Ointment Cured.

IS BE

Ml!

0 BE RUN

On Face. Spread Until Nearly All
Over Body, Crust on Head. Hair
Fell Out. Itch Terrible. Cuticura

DONE
THE

111

JANUARY

BARBER

DISAPPEARS.

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 8. Ine L.
Miller, a barber of Cerrillos, and
"Billy" Whittaker, 19 years old, of
Madrid, left Madrid together New
Year's day, going Into the country to
try out a new gun. Miller returned
to camp after several hours. Whittaker has not yet returned. Whit- taker's friends, fearing foul play, asked the mounted pollco to investigate.
Miller then left Madrid and a I.so left

ANNIVERSARY OF BATTLE.
New
Orleans, La,, Jan. 8. The

city, state and national flags were
raised on the city hall today in com
memoration of the ninety-eightanniversary of the battle of New Orleans
which occurred January 8, 1S15. The
day Is a legal holiday in the state of
Louisiana.

You

ssqsho

dizinZumO

TO BUY

GOODS'

are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

h

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
CVrrllloH and hatt not Ikscu jn.;ird of Your (rur.'nM. will refund
money if
since. The police are locking for liiin VA'.O OINTMENT falls lo cure any
to find imt w hut hn knows about ciiMt of K'lilni, Ullmi,
l!fd!i) or
Will' lillil'C'H (lit ll!ifJl!tlll
Prd Midline Mies l'i ! to H
tM

Any,

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

!AS

fcC

J OaILY

1

IDSCIIOOL
SYSTEM NEEDS

CI1AIES

r

TEACHERS

PAID
ARE POORLY
AND MANY SCHOOLS ARE
NOT EFFICIENT.

New York, Jan. 8. The results of
the latest study by the Russell Sage
Foundation, on an interstate comparison of school systems, were today
made public in Bulletin 124 of the
Foundation Division of Education.
The bulletin is entitled, "A Comparative Study of State School Systems in
the Forty-eigh- t
States," and sets out
among other things, that in 18 out of
48 states the average annual .wage
of public school teachers is less than
one dollar a day and that one state
rents its convicts per annum for more'
than it pays its teachers; that tne
United States has the shortest school
year in the world; that American public schools burn down at the rate of
one for every school day in the year;
that the amount per child invested in
school property ranges from $4 in
Mississippi to $115 in Massachusetts,
and that the providing of free text
books in one state resulted in a ten
per cent Increase in high school attendance.
Rhode Island has the longest school
if
year of any state 193 days-b- ut
these 193 days of schooling were divided equally among the children of
school age in the state, the result
would be 116 days of schooling each.
The reports terms this the "effective
school year," and compares the 48
states on that basis. In nearly a quarter of the states the effective schoo)
year is less than three months. As a
nation, the United States has a shorter school year, a shorter school week,
and a shorter school year than any
other highly civilized country in the
world.
American expenditures for
public education have more than doubled in the past ten years, according
to the bulletin. Today the people of
the United States spend nearly half
a billion dollars a year on their pubThe expenditure per
lic schools.
child of school age ranges all the
way from $3 in South Carolina to
nearly 11 times as much, or $32, in
Washington.
The amount that the state has invested In school buildings is an index
of its past interest In education. In
Mississippi, the average investment
a per child in school buildings and prop-ert- y
is $4, while In Massachusetts it
te nearly 29 times as much, or $115.
A significant fact in connection wltt
this expenditure is that as a nation
we allow our- public schools to burn
down at the rate of more than one
for every school day in the year.
The bulletin sets forth that many
states through lack of compulsory attendance laws, or through thlr
waste much of the money
that they expend on their schools.
Some states have long school years
and short attendance years, The per
cent of attendance ranges from about
0 in Maryland and Mississippi to
more than 80 in Oregon and Washington.
In North Carolina, New Mexico.
Arkansas and Alabama, the attendance period is so short that the aver- -

Buckwheat Cakes
Railed without Yeast
-

When they are just right, the old
buckwheat cakes arc just
ioned
tine. But it takes a skillful hand to get
and
them "just right"
many housewives do
not want to be bothered with a bowl of
batter standing armmd all the time. Made
after this recipe, buckwheat cakes are as
good as any you ever ate and much superflour.
ior to those made with
Made with K C double raise baking
powder, the last of the batter will make
just as light cakes as the first
fash-

yeast-raise-

g

K C Buckwheat Cakes
By Mrs,' Janet McKeruie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine. ,
1 cvp buckwheat
1

flour;

table-spoonf-

ul

sugar;

$ level teaspoon
fids K C liulcing
J'uwder; 1 cups
cold water; k
salt.

mm

Don't Blow
Out in the Wind

n

They are built for rugged use.
Built strong and durable.
Built so that they won't blow
out; so that they won't leak and won't smoke.
When you buy, a RAYO, you buy a
lantern
the best that experts can produce.
well-ma-

de

At Dealer Everywhere

OIL COMPANY

CONTINENTAL

Denrcr, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Butte, Boise, Salt Like City.

age pupil would need about 22 years children is almost a century old in
to complete an elementary course of America, having been inaugurated by
eight grades of nine full school Philadelphia 95 years ago. At the
months each. If he were compelled present time 12 states have free text
to live up to this standard he might books throughout their schools, 15
enter school at the age of five and nof have them in certain districts and in
get his eighth grade certificate until the remaining 21 stateB the systnm
he was 27. In 18 of the 48 states the does not exist. School books bought
average annual wage of public school by the community cost the community
teachers amounts to less than one 20 per cent less than they do when
dollar a day. In only five states is they are bought by individuals. One
it more than two dollars a day. The unforseen feature of the passage of
highest average salary paid In the the Massachusetts free text book law
United Mlatee is $918, in California, was an Immediate increase of 10 per
and the lowest is $200, in North Caro-Un- cent in high school attendance.

out of our 48 states have
attendance
compulsory
laws. Compulsory education began
in Germany and Massachusetts in the
seventeenth century and in France
and more than naif of the states of
the Union In the nineteenth century.
Ignorance and intelligence both per
petuate themselves,, the report de
clares, and1 that is why compulsory
education Is necessary and why after
a few decades it becomes unneces
efficiency
sary. In general
this study places Washington first
among the states of the Union, with
Massachusetts a close second and
New York third. All of the states
have weak points which need to be
remedied. The object of publishing
this study at the present time is to
bring both strong and weak points
to the attention of state legislators
and to place In the hands of state leg
islators an authoritative statement of
present public school conditions., ...
Thirty-si- x

According to this study the average
In the United
wage of carpenters
States Is about $802, of coal miners
$C00, of factory workers $550, of common laborers $313, and of teachers
$485.

Throughout the southern states
thousands of rural teachers earn less
than $150 per year. In one New England state hundreds of teachers earn
less than six dollar's per week. In one
county in a Central Atlantic state the
average for all teachers is $129 per
One southern state rents its
year.
convicts to contractors at a llttl
more than $400 per year, while it pays
Its public school
teachers slightly
over $300.

In each school system 'there Is a
series of leaks through which the children escape before completing the
course. For this reason the membership of the lower grades is large; that
of the upper ones much, smaller; the
high school enrollment smaller yet;
and when the college is reached, few
of the original beginners remain. In
this process of elimination great differences are found between the states,
with the result that in some parts of
the country a large proportion of the
young people are receiving nigher education, while in other localities the
proportion Is low. So great are these
differences that the proportion of college students in Massachusetts, California and Indiana is greater than the
proportion of those receiving a high
school education in 12 of the southern
and western states. The report quotes
but does not vouch for an estimate by
the United States bureau of educa-toito the effect that In the country
as a whole less than half of the children finish more than the first six
grades; only about one in four ever
enters high school, and less than 5 in
100 gto to college. The right of the
state to tax the property of the ptate
to educate the children, of the state
is now firmly stabllshed. A free com
mon school education is the common
birthright of every American child.
Nevertheless, there appears startling
differences in the endeavors of the
different states to meet this obliga
tion. In Oklahoma and Washington
expenditures for public schools each
year amount to about 75 cents for
each $100 of wealth and this proportion is nearly four times as great ar
that found in such states as Wyoming
of the
and New Mexico.
states have no laws regulating the
construction of public school houses,
the report declares. We have only
three types of institutions where at
tendance is 'compulsory jails, asy
lums and school houses. Few of us
have to stay long or frequently In
jails or asylums, but all of us spend'
many years in school houses. Nevertheless, Ohio alone has complete legal
regulation of school house construction to Insure the safety and sanitation of these buildings.
A somewhat better situation le
found with respect to medical Inspection of schools, which is provided for
by the laws of 20 Btates. That such
Irwb are need in the remaining.Btates
is shown by a mass of experience
that efficient
which demonstrates
medical inspection betters health conditions among school children, safeguards them from disease, and renders thnni healihlor, happier and more
n

One-thir-

d
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THE BEST TEACHER
Cld Experience Still Holds the Palm.
For real practical reliability ana
something to swear by, experienc- eplain old experience is able to carry
a big load yet without geting
sway-backe-

OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

WEST VIRGINIA, CONTEST.
Charleston, W. Va., Jan. 8 With
the close of the short special sessDn
of the West Virginia legislature and
the opening of the regular biennial
session today, the contest for United
States senator to succeed Clarenca
Watson Is pn in earnest The progressives' possess the balance of power in the legislature and as a result
former Governor W. H. O. Dawson,
who is the West Virginia committeeman of the progressive party, is believed to hold the key to the senatorial contest Mr. Dawson's choice for
ihe senatorsh'p is Colonel W illiam S.
Edwards, a wealthy oil operator of
Charleston. Colonel Edwards claims
to be both progressive and republican and is the West Virginia committeeman of the republican party. There
are others prepared to fight for the
toga, but at present It looks as though
Edwards Is pn top. Davis Elkins, son
of the late Senator Stephen D. Elk-inand Isaac T. Mann of Prammell,
both of them regular
republicans,
have been in the running for some
Hme. Former .Congressman hubbarJ
of Wheeling, former Governor A. B.
White of Parkersburg, E. M.
of Fairmont and Judge Johl
Mason of Fairmont' are others wbl
are looked upon as candidates.
Sho-walt- er

Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crider, Mo had
been troubled with sick headache for
about five years, when she besan taking Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
'r'-ptwo bottles of thm purl tbe
have cured her. Sick headache Is
caused by a disordered stomach for
which these tablets are especially in
'."ended. Try them, get well tnd stay
" ' '..- ...(lv.
-'
n

1913.

8,
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4,

Tecolote House of Luis

5,

Las Vegas North House

Precinct
Gonzales.

Krecinct

Trecinct 6, Las Vegas Central
flouse of Felix Garcia.
Precinct 7, San Antonio House of
Fernandez Armijo.
Precinct 8, Upper Las Vegas
School House.
Precinct 9, Pecos House of Pedro
Ribera.
Precinct 10, Chaperlto House of
Pedro Garduno.
Pecinct 11, San Geronimo House of
Valentin Roybal.
Precinct 12, Rowe House of
Archuleta.
Precinct 13, Roclada House of Jo
se Ig. Martinez.
Precinct, 14, Sapello House of Ole-gario Montoya.
Precinct 15, Las Manuel! tas House
of Encarnacion Perea.
Precinct 16, Union House of Guadalupe Ortiz.
Precinct 17, San Patricio School

,

A western woman found some things
about food from Old Experience a
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
She writes:
good, reliable teacher.
Whereas, by virtue of Section 1,
"I think I have used almost every Chapter 105 of the Laws of 1909 of
breakfast food manufactured, but the state of New Mexico, the board
in my estima of county commissioners of the county
none equal Grape-Nut- s
tion.
of San Miguel, state of New Mexco,
"I was greatly bothered with weak is required to give public proclamation
stomach and indigestion, with forma of the election for justices of the
tion of gas after eating, and tnea peace and constables to be held Janmany remedies for it but did not find uary 13th, A. D. 1913.
relief.
Now Therefore, in accordance .with
"Then I decided I must diet and the above law, the board of county
see If I could overcome the difficulty commissioners of the county of San
that way. My choice of food was Miguel, state of New Mexico, does
Grape-Nut- s
because the doctor told hereby publicly proclaim and give
ma I could not digest starchy food. notice on this second day of January,
food has been of great A. D. 1913, In open session of the said
Grape-Nut- s
benefit to me for I feel like a differ board, that an election to be held In
ent person since I begun to eat It. It thme county of San Miguel and In
is wonderful to me how strong my the state of New Mexico Is for the
nerves have become. I advise every purpose of electing one justice of the
one to try It, for experience is the peace and one constable in each of the
best teacher.
precincts of the said county of San
"If you have any stomach trouble Miguel, and that the said election will
can't digest your food, use Grape- - be held within the hours prescribed by
Nuts food for breakfast at least, and law on tbe said thirteenth day of Janyou won't be able to praise it enough. uary, A. D. 1913, at the following namwhen you see how different you feel." ed places in each precinct:
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Precinct 1, San Miguel House of
Creek Mich. Read the little book, Isldro Lopez.
"The Road to Wellville," In pkgs
Precinct 2, Ia Cuesta Hllario Gar-

LAWMAKER.

Precinct

18,

Mishawaka

t

Hall.
Precinct

30, Canon de
of Eplfanio Vigil.

46,

Emplazado

School

i.

There doubtless has been an unusual amount of fur sold this season,
for the fashion oracles have decreed
that this shall be a fur season.
In many respect3 models for this
winter vary but slightly from those
jf the preceding season, but this is to
be expected, for much of the beauty
of a fur garment depends upon the
quality and color of the fur and the
fine workmanship displayed in Its
fashioning, rather than upon original.
lty of line or trimming.
The most beautiful furs are at their
best when severely handled. No applied trimming or bizarre cutting can
Improve Russian sable or silver fox,
and, as a rule, the better grades of
furs are more effective
Scarfs of
when merely
one variety of fur are much In evi
dence, too, this season, even in the
short-hairefurs, such as seal, ermine
and chinchilla.
Many of the scarfs are
or even a yard wide, and probeing lengthy
portionately long,
enough to drape around the body and
fall almost to the floor.
Ermine is usually left unadorned,
save for a fringe of ermine tails.
And, incidentally, it may be noted that
for scattering
the fashion
tiny
splashes of black and faint yellow
over the surface of an ermine coat,
scarf or muff no longer prevails. Pref- long-haire- d

d

three-quarte-

House.

NATTY WAIST MODEL

Precinct 47, Hot Springs House of
Lorenzo Leal.
Precinct 48, Trementlna House of
Cecllio Valverde.
Precinct 49, Agua Zarcla House of
Anastaclo Chavez.
Precinct 50, Guadalupe Hpuse of
Matlas Aragon.
Precinct 51, San Ignacio House of
Felix Garcia.
Precinct 52, Colonlas Arlba House
of Andres Ruiz.
Precinct 53, Encinosa House of Antonio D. Torres.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this second day of January A. D. 1913,
by the board of county commissioners
of the county of San Miguel, the state
of New Mexico, in open session of
said board.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
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Chairman.

SALVES

-

HAVE A NOVELTY IN GLOVES

NEW MEXICO.
1,7 FIDEL ORTIZ,
DELGADO, Clerk.

Squirrel.
erence Is now given to tailless or
.white ermine, with the black tails applied as fringe or In ornamental clusters.
Entire coats of ermine are frequently seen. Sometimes th pure whit
fur is trimmed with, the black and
white tails;, again black and white
ermine is trimmed with, black fur,
such as the finest breitschwanz, silky
caracul, black fox, etc. These fur
coats are ample, luxurious and full
length, the right front crossing far
over the left, but so cu that the coat
Is drawn in toward the bottom to give-thapproved narrow silhouette. Of
fine seal, breitschwanz, moleskin and
sable coats, there is apparently no
end, and these furs are- made up into
coats ranging from the conservatively
practical coat for street wear to the
sumptuous evening- wrap. Sealskin is perhaps the smartest fur
for Btreet or evening wear, and one ot
the sketches in the large drawing
shows an extremely chic model for
afternoon or evening wear, made of
sealskin. The coat has a high turndown collar a.t the back, and at the
front there are long revers, the right
revers crossing over to the left and
fastening at the left side. The back
of the garment Is also cut in point
shape, the point crossing over to the
right side.. The coat Is lined with
white velvet

Something Decidedly New That
Welcome Addition to the
Fashions.

.

MIGUEL,
(Seal)

y A1'.

-'

Sealskin Lined With White Velvet.
Ermine Scarf.
Moleskin Trimmed With Chinchilla

1.
2.
3.

Manuelitas-Hous-

House.

Precinct

:
:

City

Precinct 31, Puertecito House of
Nestor Grlego.
Precinct 32, El Pueblo House of
Antonio Ribera.
Precinct 33, Los Visiles House of
Manuel Maes.
Precinct 34, San Isidro House of
Fermin Benvldez.
Precinct 35, Las Galllnas House of
Celestlno Garcia.
Precinct 36, Penasco Blanco House
of Jose F. Sandoval.
Precinct 37, El Cerrlto House of
Luciano Quintana.
Precinct 38, Los Torres House of
Luis S. Montano, Jr.
Precinct 39, Tecolotito House of
Manuel Lucero.
Precinct 40, Bernal House of Epl
fanio Duran.
Precinct ,41, Canon Largo House of
Benigno Martinez.
Precinct 42, Romeroville House of
Jose Ig. Montoya,
Precinct 43, San Agustln House of
Lorenzo Garcia.
Precinct 44, Ojitos Frlos House of
Daniel Chavez.
Precinct 45,
Cherryvale School

blood-purifyin-

fr

j

rr yh i

Precinct 13, McKInley House of
Lucero.
Precinct 20, San Juan House of
Jose Antonio Gallegos.
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada House
of Anastaclo Sandoval.
Precinct 22, Sabinoso House of
Leandro Jimenez.
Precinct 23, San Jose House of Manuel Tafoya.
Precinct 24, La Llendre House of
Luis R. Tapla.
Precinct 23, Pena Blanca House
of Benedicto Duran.
Precinct 26, Lob Alamos House of
Santiago L. Gallegos.
Precinct 27, San Pablo House of
Jose Dario Atenclo.
Chavez House of
Precinct
28,

6t

oi mm

ei
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YOU CAW
CURE AM
BUT "MOT WITH

f

I

School

Jefferson City, Mo. Jan. 8. With
the democrats in overwhelming control, the Missouri legislature assembled for Its 'biennial session today,
In the temporary structure
meeting
Every old sore can be cured unless it be of a malignant cancerous nature.
Sift torether, three times, the flour, sugar,
state
no chronic ulcer can be cured by the application of salves or other exoffices
But
the
Is
to
house
which
salt u id balc:nr powder: stir the water in all
ternal treatment. You must get down to the origin and cause before you
at on and bake on a hot, well oiled gridduring the construction of the new can
produce curative effects. Bad blood is responsible for cld sores and the
dle, buckwheat flour calls for a generous
capitol. The membership of the onecertain
cure therefore is a thorough purification and upbuilding of, the
Part milk may
measure of bakinff powder.
house includes one progressive, J. circulation. As lor
be uicd to mix the cakes but water gives
gas impurities are kit in tbe blood they will be deposH, . Somerville of Mercer county, and ited into the ulcer to keep
quite as pood results.
tip the inC.immalioa am! irritation a" 4 nature
if precedent is followed he will be the
can make no progress toward healing the place. .NothA delicious "spread" for griddle cakes is
ir.aile bv creamine together about twice as
ing is so sure to produce a cure of old sores as S. S. S.
floor leader of his party and will be
irs nature';! perfect bb.l
tmich l.oney (either comb or strained) as
This
on
remedy, composed of '.lie
every
entitled
to
membership
butler. Work it up with a fork to about
most healing u:l r.t thepaiae time the most penetrates
amendfor
cities,
rule
Home
the consistency of lard sauce.
g
and
properties. It removes every parments to the state primary law, and
ticle of morlii matter from the circulation and assists
Rcadm of this paper may obtain "The
the direct election of United States
nature t iueieae the healthful, nutritious corptiKclusof
Cook's ISciok" toiitwiiimf this and 19 other
t ; lioo.1.
delicious rfi iprs frti by scildinif the colored
umiatorfl nra among the Important
. il. f. luuLiMJ T.ur Mont! uml mint L1tir.il
vigorous.
of
criifi-4in tvny
tan
Ih jjrttme'H nf lil.'n 1 1 m.j
(
San-. puok
bfl brought Jjfif'l' th
to
to thin report th system measures
en TUWri find
ll
Acf
orilliij;
K C Ji.ikiiiK I'ovnilrr 10 Die J ujiif Mtjf, l.o.,
Wcdaal .iv
I.
uiy
n'colon.
thin
JfI
text
school
'KiMhttiini
for
CO.,
fr
book,
of providing
AUAHTA, CI,
Clii
'.
com-mllte-
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FUR

House.

"There's a Reason."
cia.
Ever read the above letter? A new
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South Hovse Attest:
one appears from time to time. They of
LORENZO
Eugenio Romero.
are genuine, true, and full of human
Interest.
LONE PROGRESSIVE

U

House.

--

Persons troubled with partial paralysis are ofen very much benefited
the affected parts
by massaging
thoroughly when applying Chamberlain's Liniment. This liniment also
relieves rheumatic rpins. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

IXODES

Ma-nue-

BALDWIN BEGINS SECOND TERM.
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 8. Simeon E.
Baldwin was today inaugurated for
his second term as governor of Connecticut. The oath of office was taken before the general assembly in George Chavez.
Precinct 29, East Las Vegas
and an unusually
joint convention,

large gathering of prominent citizens
of the state. The ceremony was preceded by the usual military display.
At noon the state legislature assembled for its biennial session. The
chief measures that are to be brought
forward during the winter are: Employers' liability, workingmen's compensation, industrial insurance, registration of legislative agents, repeal
of the personal tax law, revision of
state banking laws, liberalizing Sunday laws, and bills to promote the
welfare of women and minors in industrial ad mercantile establishments. Another effort will be made to
secure ratification of the amendment
to the federal constitution for an income tax.

NEW

of Jose P. Mares.

This very dainty waist of whlt
crepe de chine trimmed with bandi
and points of beautiful lace. It crosses
Blightly In front over a tucked cheml
Bette of white mousseline de sole, the
collar of which Is trimmed with lace.
Bands of lace finish the kimono
sleeves and the undersleeves are ol
the mousseline de sole. The girdle la
of ribbon or velvet ribbon prettily
knotted at the side with a bunch of
little roses.

I

a.

To discover a novelty In gloves 1
a feat worth chronicling. Th3 newest
gloves bear the name bo familiar thia
kid
season Robespierre.
These
gloves are given the novel touch la
the turnover cuffs which display a
tinlng conlrt'iting in color to the
glove. A tan glove, for instance, will
have a red or a king's blue lining,
while a white pique will be made
very pretty with a Nile green shade
or a soft lavender tint.
For very dressy wear, these turnover cuffs may be lined with lace, just
as were the gloves of the dandies of
Louis XVII.'s time. To complete the
velvet suit when calling or "teaing"
these new gloves are most attractive.
To stick In them, by the way, there
are dainty little glove handkerchiefs,
either embroidered or .with colored
borders to match the turnover cuffs.
Only a few Inches square, to be sure,
yet these handkerchiefs are wonderfully useful to touch the lips after a
cup of tea. So soft and fine are they
that one almost forgets them when
they are tucked in the palm ot the
hand.

Merit of Neatness.
There are many girls who, without
being at all good looking, always appear neat and smart.
They may only have a small drees
allowance, but with it are able to appear more attractive than girls who,
with twice their amount of money,
often lock overdressed or dowdy.
What is the secret of this?
Small Women Models Again.
Surely it is due to the nsat pirl'a
to a report by lea taste; Bhe always puts oa lser clothes
According
Grandes ModeB de Paris the small with care and makt-- a point of hr
t bi It g
Jv.
"
. d
figure Is fashionable. During former U$))' rir
I
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teams one could find a large num- lei Jul I er
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Newspaper Advertising
More. Effective

S'fOt!!!

Newspaper advertising itr, forms the resder

about what you have to selL
near your store at the time.

Perhaps he may not be
.

,

.

But j'our Electric Sign catches his eye when

he is near your store. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.
in.

Your Electric Sign is the link between his

.1

--

desire to have a thing and the act of securing it Then,
too, think of all the transient trade your sign will draw.

Employ This Salesman
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman

you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting
trade.

"

,

...

lit

Electric Signs Slake

A
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nis for Ue porpose of aiding farmers.
.
...
... .v. r.
to order this morning ana
gatiieT-:nto market their crops to tetter ac.-- i -..
. b n.at
,hc rtiiwi
delivered nis annual auaress, wmcn
vantage. The record of what the de-- ens: W. L. Park, vice president of j
,
,
v
Illinois Central; E. J. Pearson, other officers. A leading feature of
matter cf improving the crops andj vce
president of the'Miesouri Pfteir:c; the afternoon session was an address
the methods of cultivation during the j
Rosg cark( v!ce presjdent San on "Urban and Rural Development"
pasi.iarea aamuusirauons in unicn Pedr0 os Angeles and Salt Lake, all by Jj, C. Boyle, former attorney gen
Mr. Wilson has been at the head cf; think
fte bus;nef.9 prospects are good, eral of Kansas.
the department reads almost like a bot believe that developments will
tale. The world has been searched
largely on what is done by conKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
fer new cereals, vegetables, animals;
BEd tbe 6tate legislatures.
Kansas
City, January 8. Cattle, re
and rnnts. Extensive experiments;
Settle Wage Controversies.
ceipts 5,000, Including 500 southerns.
have been carried on ln all the fea-- j
Most of the railway office-- s favor Market
steady. Native steers $6.753
ture3 of farming, orcharding
and the recommendation made
by the 9; southern steers 5.25'37.."0; south
stock raising. Education has been
joard of arbitration that settled the
cows and heifers S3.7511 6.25:
the watchword. Due to the work of waie controversy between tie eastern' ern
. Wfa
.
...
r.B,
the department, supplemented by the railways and their enginemen in favor
stockers and feeders J3.257.50;
"various state departments and agri- of
public regulation of tle wages nd
cultural colleges, the value of farm working conditions of railway kin-- i bulls $56.50; calves $610; western
steers J6S."jO; western cows $3.75
products has more than doubled ia pioye3. President Harrison of th Chi6.50.
the
that time, this year reaching
cago,
Indianapolis and .Louisville,
Hogs, receipt 11,000. Market steaerormous total of $10,000,000,000.
President Underwood of the Erie,
to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.15
dy
.Having done so much and organized President Brown of the New York
j".30; heavy $7.257.35: packers
seo complete a system of aid to better Central, President Johnson of the Norand butchers $7.157.35; lights $7.10
farming. Secretary Wilson now wants folk and Western, President Wincheii
7.23; pigs $G6.75;.
to give the farmers greater returns of the Frisco, Director of Maintenance
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong
Sot his labor by Improving his mar- and Operation Kruttschnitt of the
tD 10 cents higher.
Muttons $4.50
keting. In spite of the high prices Harriman lines, Receiver Mario of
lambs
6;
range wethere
$7.508.75;
sees
them the Wabash, Vice President Park of
prevailing, as the consumer
and yearlings $5 7. 50; range ewes
the original producer is not getting the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt
$3.S0 5.23.
hem. There is too much added to Lake, all express the view that some
the
between
route
form of public regulation of the relaprices on the long
producer and consumer. We may tions of the railways and their emtake the one item of prunes as an ployes is necessary to prevent strikes,
Illustration. The grower sells to the and thereby protect the interests of
e
the railways, the employes and the
jaeker for 4 cents a pound a
Messrs. , Harrison, Mudge,
Santa Fe Concert No.I
prune. The packer puts it into public.
marketable condition and 6el!s to the Park and some others favor regular
tion of wages by the Interstate Comjobber at 6 to 7 cents. When the
in St Louis goes to the store merce Commission rather than by an
to buy it he pays from 1 3 to 20 cents. independent board. Mr. Mudge says.
THURSDAY, JAN.
The price increases from 400 to 500 "My own view Is that the same comand
mission that regulates the freight
per cent between the producer
consumer. All other food products and passenger rates should also have
increase in like manner from "00 to a hand in settling these demands for
COO
increased compensation on the part
Y. M. C. A. HALL
per cent.
is
I do not think that it
Wilson
desires
of
, What
employes.
Secretary
l;ot to add to the consumers cost, but is necessary that this arbitration
it, get the producer a better price, by should be compulsory, as I believe
ahlint? him to do more direct and neither side would re'ise to abide
MISS DOROTHY TEMPLE
He "says- the, by,' decision of sweg 'a bpard.'ae
associated marketing.
'
consumer may aiso reduce this differ--. of tie most interesting of the ques-ence
Sopr&tro "
at his.end of the line by doin'tions discussed by the contributors
more direct and associated purchas- - 'to the symposium i"j hat means
MISS MARY FRENCH
nartcl iost is not jtoing to; should be adopted by railway and
5ng. Th
em
and
railway
5o this work.
It will help in many public authorities
Pianist & Accompanist w
tilneg, but the great bulk of farm Dloves to reduce railway accidents.
Island
firoducts can not be marketed in that President Mudge of the (Rock
actioii needed to
;
way. The farm is to be made more j lines, says; "The
on
the
aceidentb
is,
reduce
railway
profitable and attractive by getting
AT Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
to provide all
tie farmers better prices, and this- part of the railways,
their
that
devices
Intried
the
safety
4he eecretry aims to do without
For Sanla Fe Men and
cost toih& consumer. Ibut j income will permit; to keep this matthe
before
employes
rather by opening channels by which ter of safety
Families
ii'o consumer may also be benefited. continuously in such a way that they
its importance to
will recognize
o
Wednesday and Thursday
as to the public.
well
as
themselves
BUSINESS BLOCK BURNS.
9 A. M. To 10. P. M.
tea
O.'tn, Utah, Jan. 8. The Hurry On the part of public authorities,
r
cf
U" k, or.e of the largest business d:t'iil legislation along lines
men
additional
expenses
by
w& totally destroy.
as!nj
i '.a Oj;J
'
' r't t a l'6 of 1100,(49 and on tra'r.a and by various
''.--,.
u v.i re njun'l farly la whifh do not Increase sjifsiy, mi
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TO REORGANIZE THE ARMY.
"Washington, D. C, Jan. S. A dozen

J

i

.s

I

of the highest ranking officers of the
United States army met in conference
with war department officials here
today to discuss the details of the extensive plan of reorganization of tnv
army, which will be the last Important military action of the retiring ad- I ir hiII.
ministration. The plan, which was
first made public last summer, contemplates the abolition of the present
Just as Barney Gldfie'd iould buzz army departments and the creation of
ast the fastest race horse in his j brigades as units in different parts of
200 hcrse power gas car, baa Larneu.i the country, all so aiiauged and provarious
as portioned in respect to the
Winsted. Conn.,
Kan., passed
I
' D1srvVa as tn hA caoahle
"fake"' headquarters, and some now
onknown writer has distanced Dave of concentration at a moment's noLeahy as a purveyor of weird yarns, tice into regular army corps.
I
The sponsors for the plan of reorsays the Topeka Journal. Stories carried in eastern papers today - make ganization appreciate the fact that U
the efforts of the patron saint of news, cannot be carried out except in the
depaper fakirs in Kansas seem crude face of much opposition. If the
mean
will
in the extreme. Where Leahy had an partments are abolished it
Indian girl rescued from a marriage the passing also of a great many
to some one she did not love, the small posts throughout the country, a
Larned writer has a ranchman crawl move that would certainly draw forth
senators
up on a hungrr mountain lion and bitler opposition of many
states and loof
and
representatives
a
his
of
over
ammonia
full
hat
slip
are
ears. 'Where' Leahy kept the entire calities in which army posts
located.
neighborhood digging down a bored
well after a baby which slipped down
PREPARING FOR WILSON.
a few feet each day, the Larned writ-- ,
Jan. 8. Congress was
"Washington,
woman
who
a
er has a dog rescue
called
upon today to meet the plans
was being choked to death
by a
the
inauguration of President
Both Winsted andj'or
spring w indow.
Wil3on
by
passing a mil arawn auu
were
consideied the best
Leahy
local committee
when in their prime, but they belong presented by the
in charge.
ceremonial
the
having
to another age and the following four
among other
stories from the Xew York Herald The measure provides,
a congressional grant of
show how crude were the sfforti oi ttiigs, for
bureau building for the
ths
pension
a few years ago:
ball.
inaugural
j :t
On a Silo Juice Rampage, He Rides
BOARD OF TRADE
CHICAGO
Hog Ten Miles to Death
of trade
Chicago, Jan. 8. Board
'
(Special Dispatch to the Herald) j
and featureless
markets
opened
quiet
Larned. Kan., Frida; If "Jerry"
no
material
with
price changes.
Whitmlre. a young Stanton county today
to
f
farm employe, could have purchased May wheat started unchanged
32 and sold
91
to
91?i
at
up
"boot-leg- "
i1
whisky a few days ago he
to 92 . The close was steady, May
would have fewer troubles now. Faila shade up at 91 .
1
V
ing to get liquor, because of the strict
May corn opened a shade lower to
enforcement of the prohibitory law,
touched 49
fils fimnlnrars Clin and Im unchanged at 493i to
ha tinned
'
.iffi-Tto 49
declined
.The
then
and
bibed much silo juice, a variety of
a
shade
was
c'.ose
May
steady.
barely
stimulant that leads to strange redown at 49.- -
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Eitwed at tiie postoffice
A large I; !t:.Vr of railway presi-dfut- s
READY FOR BILLIARD MATCH
Las Vega., Ne ilexi o. tor
asd vice president discCSs the
Pittsburgh, Pa, Jan. S. George
the United Slates maiUi
tfo'i Uiro-Jole,-es-1
outlook
business
for
the Chicago cue expert who
IS13,
?u'on.
iir ssotd das matter.
tion of the creation of a commission j lost the world's championship at 1S.1
to regslaw the wages of railway em- - j lalkltue billiards to Ora Moraingstar
TF.F.MS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tiie methods that' should be last spring, will seek to regain the
ployees,
Oaily, ty Carrier:
to increase the safety of rail- - kitle in a match to be played with
adopted
Pr Coy '
i'wa.r transportation, and the question Morninstar in this citv tomorrow
Oca Wk
55 of the adequacy of railway faculties night The game will be at 500 points,
Cao y.onth
statements which they hare given and the winner will receive the tile,
jrj j into the
tee Tear
a gold trophy emblematic of the chamRailway Age Gazette.
Daily by Mail
Most of the railway officers express pionship, a share of the gate receipts
00
j5
.
Oae Year
In addition,
and a purse of
3 qq optimism regarding the business outit Months
j
in
for
the calendar each man has wagered $500 on the
the railways
kok
yar 1512. W. C. Brown, president of result or a dollar a point For severWFEKLY OPTiC AND STOCK
i
the New York Central lines, says: al weeks each of the principals has
GROWER
regard as very good the, business teen training for the big strain he
fjjj'l
One Tsar
j, fs., prospects
of the railways for the year will have to undergo, and both have
j
ii Month
513
B. L.
iuciiell, president C teen playing in excellent form.
thinks
Frisco
the tonnage in
toes,
tie
(Cash te Advance for Mail Subscrip-- j
Eight and the momentum f business
ITALIAN QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.
will carry the railways along to the
Jau. S. Queen Helena to-Eoxue,
or
money
Remit ty draft, check
close of the present fiscal year, that,'day celebrated her fortieth birthday
trier. it Ent otherwise we will n3t is, until June SO next "Conditions
anniversary and was the recipient of
fee responsible tor loss.
Mr. WinchelL "will many presents and messages of greetthereafter,"
fays
on
applicaSpecimen copi3 free
somewhat depend upon the outturn, ing from her. relatives and the various
tion.
or the prospects for the 1913 crops. royal families of Europe. In accord- CTP conditions the ! ance with the wish of her majesty the
ATI Eut Tith
DISCONTINUED
A1X. PAPEKS
1913 ought to oe anniversary of her birth is not a state
entre
calendar
year
THE EXPIRATION CF TIME
Julius Kruttschnltt. director of .occasion, but is alwars celebrated by
cool"
PAID FOR
EafcteiiEnce and operation of the Un- - j a quiet family gathering at the quir-io-n
racir.c and Southern Pacific says: inaL The queen is a daughter of the
are guaranteed the;i
Advertisers
E'isiceBS is good at the present ruler of Montenegro, and, quite nat-larsakt daily and weekly circulation
t.nie; conflitions art good, but ft Is urally, it is with a Etrong feeling
of o t newspaper in northern Xew
to forecast business condi-- . 0f personal Interest that she has fob
j difficult
wr.5 for the entire
calendar yearjiowei the progress of the stirring
H. U. Mudge, president of j events in the Balkans the past few
m
V
TELEPHONES
y! the Rock Island lines, says that "busi-- j months.
jiaju
ness will certainly be good unless the .
Mais
NT" DEPARTMENT
..;
activities of the new congress should
LUMBERMEN AID DEVELOPMENT.
to
as
be
such
those
engaged
frighten
t
'Ni:.-DAIndianapolis, Ind., Jan. 8. Active
8
,1913
'.E
JANUARY
;n industrial cevewpment.
ueorgeaid ln tte campaign for the better- W . fctevens, president ot the c&esa-- (
ment
mal commaaities tas Deen
3IKKCTISG FAKM CKOPS peakeand Ohio;
George T. Nichoison, r!edged by tte ina!ana RetaH Lum-vic- e
president of the Santa Fe; J. F. k Dealers' association which met in
Secretary Wilson is desirous of hav Holden, vice president of the Kansas (
tbJg cUj. today for the twentyignUl
ing a division of markets established

jv

1S13.

"PIPES"

BIG

i,f
uvi,.
,cijt

8,

necessary to free the girl from cer
tain dt'ath.

LARuED HOLDS

s

PROSPEfilTY

'

JANUARY

tlva to such public cciasEieion ts isay
be aaihorized to handle it, thus pat-tinil
U;e Eiatter la the hands of .those
hos tuslnees it is to investigate,
instead ci Lavi:. g it handled by such
a large body as the cocgre&s or the
various state legislators. If the
motey which it Lb proposed to expend
for additional brakemen, steel cars
and various other things now before
congress could be capitalized and expended for block signals and such MORE FAKE NEWSPAPER STORIES
other devices as really conduce to
ARE SENT FROM THERE THAN
safety, it would go a long way."
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Whitniire, after frequent potations,
at 33
fitted a improvised rope bridle to a ""changed
j witMn tha
nfhog and rode the animal
Higher hogs helped the provisons
ten miles down a cattle trail until it.
,
May pork opened o cents UP
dropped dead. Neighbors say .voipnee.
;
to
lard
tat
unchanged
$1S.
May
12;
they will urge the humane society toi
to $9. 7a, and
!2i,4 improved at $9.72
Instigate proceedings.
to 10 to up at $9.75 to
May rigs 1
Hatful of Ammonia Routs Mountain ($9.72.
'
The closing quotations were as foLiort in Rancher Wagon
"
lio:
(Special Dispatch to the Herald) ;
Wheat, May
July 89; SepLarned, Kan.. Friday. G. H. Rorer,
tember
SS.
a rancher, purchased a wagon load of
Corn, May 4&3s; July 50; Sepsupplies in Lakin. On his return jourtember
51.
ney a mountain lion, of the vicious,
SepMay 33; July
Oats,
half starved species that frequent the
tember
33.
lower Arkansas river valley, chased
Pork, Jan. $17.83; May $18.17.
him several miles and finally climbed
Lard, Jan. $9.30; May $9.77.
over the wagon tndgate.
Ribs, Jan. $9.65; May $9.72.
Mr. Rorer, unarmed, prepared for
conflict when he thought of a large
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
bottle of household ammonia he had
Xew York, Jan. 8. Beet Sugar and
purchased for his wife. Pouring ai Western
and 3
Maryland rose 2
large quantity into his hat he slapped
Commission
respectively.
the hat over the animal's head and all! points
houses had few orders of consequence,
danger vanished. With cries of ragei
to the interruption of
and pain the mountain lion raced for! owing partly
Bonds
communication.
telegraph
the river, disappearing in the thickets;
were steady.
along the bank.
Announcement by the Copper Proasosciation of an Increase of
ducers
Dead Black Cat
Trail of Thirty-fiv- e
hand of about 19,000,000
on
stocks
Follows hi Vanished $35,000
was
unwelcome news to the
pounds
(Special Dispatch to the Herald)
in
bulls
the
group. Sales were
Copper
Friday When a
Larned, Kan.,
made
Copper
freely.
Amalgamated
a
black cat followed Harry Elton,
fell nearly two points under yesterComanche county 'wheat grower, home,
close. The general market, howone night recently from a box supper day's
was
only slightly affected.
without crossing h s path he decided ever,
-prices were the rule in the
Sagging
good luck was his forever. His holdthe day but the railroad
half
of
last
ings, valued at $33,000, were quickly
were not affected greatly.
shares
cashed. He then "bucked" the board
The market closed heavy. Small
of trade and lost the entire fortune In
amounts of stock were marketed
a few days.
and prices gave way slowly
The misfortune weighed heavily on! steadily
with
the
Coppers bearing the brunt
his mind, and he vent to live with
of the prssure. Some of the. earlier
were
near
heard
relatives
by. Shots
strong features lost a considerable
frequently at night in the neighborof their advances. The closing
part
hood. He disappeared recently, leavwere:
sales
ing Instructions for his relatives to
771,;
Copper
Amalgamated
"follow the trail to - the poorhouse''
113
from" the schoolhousV wheTe' he. box Sugar
106i,4
Atchison
supper wa3 held 'to his former home.
122
Pacific
Northern
On the schoolhouse door was a sign
166
Thirty-fiv- e
dead Jceading
inscribed $35,000."
. . . .". . . (Tj li . . .1)6
Pacific
Soiifuo!!
black cats "were strewn
Pacific
.......1595
from the district school to his former Union
67
United States Steel
was
on
tha
where
home,
pasted
gate
Steel. fd. ...110
States
United
a dime with the words "My last." His
whereabouts is unknown.
I
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RUBBERS
SHOES
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RUBBER AND LEATHER
BOOTS FOR MEN
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Dog Provides Footrest for Girl
Caught by Closing Window
(Special Dispatch to the Herald)
Larned, Kan., Friday. While at- At
close of business De:mber 31. 1912
tempting to climb in a downstairs
ASSETS
window of her home during the abLfan and DUrounis
sence of her parents, Anna BergetR FjrniMir anil Fixtures
4.TK7C1
Cit.sh oo hand and due irom Banks
25.7(ii)tm
years old, came nea;- choking to death.
- v: e
The window sprang shut, catching
ua;iut!k:,
r er by the throat.
....
K. Cp'i
.
Cdv'td
r,
kicked .uri?ii. arid L'ridjH.trl I'roiiU
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LAS VE GAS

ALTHOUG

world today, because ot the per:
feet way In which they fit and
cover the form and because of
the satisfactory way In which
they stand the test of ."wash;
and wear.
'

shoes

3.50

HOLE PROOF hose, guaranteed for six months.

corsets.

8 Oraaliariii

DEPALMA

A

Y"CT.i

li

LOOKS
i

days.

Fred West, an old time and well
TO
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad, Colo., known traveling man of Denver who
is representing the Singer Cloak and
was a visitor in town today.
James Krueger, representing the Suit company, was a business visitor
Elite Works of Ne York City, was a in town today.
business visitor in town today.
C. V. Shearer of the forestry serFAMOUS ITALIAN DRIVER IS PREvice, who is located at Mineral hill,
INVENTS DEVICE TO
PARING TO ENTER MEMO.
v,as in town today buying supplies.
RIAL DAY RACES
Herman Ilfeld left last evening for
END HIS EXISTENCE
Santa Fe to attend the A. Staab fun8.
Will
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan.
eral, which was held this afternoon
Ralph DePalma, Italian driver of the
in the Capitol City.-KILLS HIM- Mercedes racer, be able to repeat in
Mrs.. W. J. Lucas is planning to LOS ANGELES MAN
APA
"PATENT
WITH
the fight for the auto racing chamSELF
leave tomorrow for Pittsburg, Pa.,
PLIED FOR" MACHINE.'
where she will visit for several weeks
pionship ip the motor events ne:t
season?
as the guest of relatives and triends.
Los Angeles, Jan. 8. With his
Thogh the accident in the Grand
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
in
an
incased
head
box,
Prize
airtight
at Milwaukee put him out of
to
National
returned
Miguel
bank,
town last evening from an extended which bore the inscription "Patent that event and nearly cost him his
business and pleasure trip of several Applied For" and into which a large ltfe, DePalma was able to win head
c
weeks to Chicago, 111., and other cit- quantity of gas was released through line honors with his four firsts
the agency of an alarm clock device, '.five start" a, rcoord that is remarkies.
Harry Haskell, local ticket agent O. D. Comber lay on the floor cf tie able, proving that the Italian is a
for the Santa Fe Railway company, home here and ws. asphyxiated. His genuine master of the
left this afternoon for Lamy where funeral "was held today. The alarm technique.
Were it not for his disastrous endhe will remain for a few da a, reliev- clock served a dual purpose. It not
e
race at the Ining Santa Fs Agent E. L. Goff, who only released the gas, but attracted ing of the
is ill at his home with a severe cold. neighbors. They arrived too late, dianapolis Motor Speedway Memorial
Max Kraus, the manager of the however, to save Comber.
day, his record would have been per
fect. With the race practically won
Mora Mercantile company, who has
been a visitor in town since the first
that day, before 80,000 people, with
two laps to go, the engine of the Mer
BOND FOR DYNAMITERS.
of the month, left today for his home
San Francisco, Jan. 8. Representatives cedes car went bad the story of that
at Mora. Mr. Kru'tso has fully reof the Building Trades Coun- tragedy is old and Joe Dawson
covered from the injuries ae received
in the collision ne recently had witK cil of California are prepared to file sneaked home victorious in his Na
bonds in the sum of $240,000 for the tional.
a street car.
James W. Bailey, who
Recovered from his Milwaukee acformerly release of Olaf A. Tveitmoe, Its secwas the proprietor of the American retary, and Eugene A. Clancy, of the cident, having won every classic eveaf
Shoe Shop and Shining Parlors on Structural Iron Workers' union, the in motor racing with the exception 0
e
Sixth street, and who has entered two San Franciscans recently con- Vr.c
International Sweepstakes
the employ of the Potter Candy com victed In Indianapolis. H. S. Mc- race, and the Santa Monica roadrace,
pany as a traveling salesman, left Carthy, president of the council, it DePalma will be out again this year
this afternoon on an extended trip awaiting only the acceptance of the to grab off the championship, at least
in the southern part of Colorado and bondsmen by the United States dis- to win the long Memorial day grind.
trict court in this city, which he exnorthern New Mexico.
,
Announcement has been made by C.
L. H. Mosiman of Beuiah, accomj W. Sedwick,
pected today.
director of the Indiana
panied by his daughter, Miss Corrine
polis Speedway that DePalnia has deMosiman, and his son, Harry Mosiclared that he will have his Mercedes
man, arrived in town last evening,
ANNIVERSARY OF BATTLE.
rebuilt in the German factory to meet
Miss Mosiman and Harry Mosiman
New
Orleans. La.. Jan. 8. The the conditions of the 1913 race, reduccoming to town to attend the Nor- city, state and national flairs were ing the piston displacement from 600
mal University. Mr. Mosiman states raised on the city hall today In cor to 450, to more nearly
approach the
that the snowfall at Beuiah was ex- memoration of the ninety-eightanni- character of stock cars.
ceptionally heavy, over 12 inches fall- versary of the battle of New Orleans
It is also announced, though entry
ing, but that It was not as cold there which occurred January 8, 1815. The blanks have not ibeen sent out, that
a.s in town, the thermometer registerday is a legal holiday in the state of Caleb Bragg, the Cincinnati millionLouisiana.
ing only 12 degrees below zero.
aire, and Teddy Tetaiaff, the Callfor- -

COME

i
i

Agents for the NEW "IDEA
10c Patterns.
3
K
Telephone Main 104.

TO KILL "BACHELORS"

Washington, Jan. 8. President' Taft,
in a special message to congress to
day, recommended the repeal of the
act of congress which prohibited for
five years the killing of fur seals on
the Pribilof Islands, passed more than
a year ago. Investigation the presi
dent said showed a remarkable in
crease in the size of the' herd In one
season and proved conclusively that
only female seals and the bull male
seals need protection and that thousands of "bachelor seals" can be killed each year without reducing the
herd.
On account ot the absence o .!e-ermembers oii the city council the
regular meeting of that body, whlcli
was to have been held this evening,
has been postponed. The date of the
meeting will be announced- later.
-

A. McCurdy of Raton, traveling
for the Santa Fe railroad, was
a visitor In town today.

Statement of the Co'ridilioh' of The Peoples Bank & Trust
Company of Las Vegas, New Mexico, at the Close
of BusinessDecember 31, 1912.
k

RESOURCES

loans

;

Furniture and fiixture. . . .
Cash and 'sight exchange..
Over Drafts

-t

'

.$107,140.00

Capiital

2,700.00
'"1,000,00

Profits, less current
penses paid

41,366.20
2,!6.82

ex-

398.70

Deposits

77,343.72

$184,882.42

$18JS82.42

THE ABOVE ST4TEMENT IS CORRECT

500-mil-

JMO. IV.

President.

I

000-mil-

j
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imnUIS,

X
nia native son, are preparing to enter
this year.
the Indianapolis race
Racing fate has always seemed'un-kln- d
to De Palma but he put over ii
1012 four great firsts the Vanderbllt
the Elgin
cup, the Elgin
trophy and a class event at Santa
Monica, taking by that quartette of
victories the crown worn by Harvey
Herrlck the year before. Had it not
been for the accident in the grani
prize It Is almost a certainty that hi
would have finished second to Cale'u
Bragg, who is entitled to not a little
credit, for out of his two starts one
at Milwaukee and one at Santa Mo
nicahe got a first and a second.
Bragg is a daring but careful driver
and is always to be counted on for a
race.
Tetzlaff got a good start with his
three firsts on the Pacific coast Including his victory in the Santa Monicaand runner up place in the In-- ,
dianapolis race but he broke down
Free-for-Al- l,

"T

'J

in

at the tape at Elgin and was put out where he conferred with. the foreia.
the Vanderbllt at Milwaukee when makers and drivers.
he has

of

Though

he was making a runaway race of it.
During the holiday season, tne en
try blanks for the next Indianapolis
race will be sent out to American and
foreign factories. Director Sedwick
but recently returned from Europr

Try an

no public announcement of the result
of hla labors across the big pond, it

is understood he is well satisfied with
n
the proposition received from the
makers.
fir-e!g-
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the most popular suits in the

DODD
DOROTHY
to J1.25.

OPTIC,

ABLE

MUNSING UNION SLITS

gives complete satisfaction.

J. B. Washburn of Wagon Mound
arrived in town this afternoon and
will be a visitor here for several

PERSONALS

greatly reduced, our popular
lines are still complete, such as
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S Broken, But Our Line of Fine Suits and Overcoats Is Still Com
plete, Although the Sale of the Past Two Days Has 'Greatly-

pleted Our Stock.
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OVERCOATS, the $18.00 and $25.00 Kind Going For

11V
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ANY SUIT

IN THE

HOUSE REGARDLESS OF COST FOR
t.il

5
"4

That Is What Appeals; To the Careful Buyer. That Is 'Whgt Makes jr:THi

V Sale

UNDEfiWEAR

HATS
All 5.00 Stetson Hats for.

3.50

All $5.00 Velour Hats for.

3.50

All new stylish

All hires. Elegant winter suits. The open
winter left us with itoo much on hand, so here
they goJ

4

stuff;:put in this winter. But

we have too many and they must move if price
will do it.

a Success

f

1

1

j

I

J

$2.00 Union Suits
$3. DO Union Suits

..$1.25
.

2. 00

Like reductions will be made on all two piece

suits.
75o.

vVoiiing- Shirt
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"Good night," said the young man.
Rut he made no move from the far

corner of the divan where he was
seated.
The young woman sitting with her
Even Americans Feel at 'Home and
head
obstinately turned from him
Are Not Stared at as Though
moved it back perhaps half an Inch.
They Were Curlositl
"What are you going for?" she deNoted Academy Here.

manded.

"Well." said the youns man, "I
gathered from your last set of remarks that you could breathe more
freely if the atmosphere of the room
were not contaminated by my presence that there would be more space
to turn around if the place wore not
cluttered up by undesirable commodities. In short, I rather figured it out
that it was a hint for me to leave!"
"I'm sure,'1 said the young woman,
"that I don't want you to stay if
you'd rather go! I wouldn't keep
you for a minute against your will. It
certainly shows when you eagerly
seize upon the simplest remarks and
twist them about to suit your own
convenience that you are looking for
a chance to escape! Don't let me detain you, I beg!"
"Oh, you aren't detaining me," the
young .nan assured her. "Before I go
I'd like to point out that you are
in error when you call your remarks
simple. They were not. On the contrary, they were exceedingly forceful
and emphatic.
"While those remarks were clear In
meaning- they were complicated in design you 6tarted on one topic and
Included sixteen others in the same
sentence so I am rather proud than
otherwise that-- was able to make out
precisely what you meant. It proves
to me that I have at least brains
enough to come in out of the rain. I
rather doubted this at first in the face
of what you said. But I couldn't go
tway and leave you laboring under the
delusion that you had something to
say that was entirely ineffective and
simple. What you said hit the spot!"
"I don't know- what you are talking
about!" said the. young woman. "I
suppose you think you are funny!"
"Funny!" the young man echoed in
hollow tones. "What do you think I
am? Do I impress you as the sort of
person who would dance and sing at
his own funeral? Why should I be
mirthful at having received my walking papers?"
"I hate slang," observed the young
woman. "Don't be silly. I never said
anything like that."
The young man shook his head In
a resigned manner. "Don't draw out
the agony fcr me, Genevieve," he said.
"It's cruelty to attempt to smother
the blow. Having given it, why attempt to, feed me chocolate drops?
Aa I said some time ago, good night!"
"I wish you wouldn't be so foolish,"
said the young woman, turning clear,
around toward him. 'If you go home
now, at nine o'clock, mother and
every one else will want to know what
on earth is the matter! So will that
Spreese girl across the street. I can
see her in their front window now.
Shell spread it all over the neighbor
hood in no time at all that we've quarreled!"
"Why fear the truth?" inquired the
young man. "I suppose sooner oi
later it will dawn on the people that
I don't come here any more and"
"Do you mean to say that you aren't
ever coming to see me again?" the
young woman broke in, sharply.
"Why should I?" asked the young
man, resignedly. "It never would occur to me that I was welcome after
having been told that I wasn't!"
"I didn't tell you that."
"You may have clothed the idea in
graceful language," conceded the
young man, "but it was there with
both feet, all right! It is plain to be
seen that you're tired of me and it
has all been a mistake. I apologize
tor hypnotizing you Into engaging
yourself to me and I regret the amount
of the electric light bills that I have
piled up for your father. I will say
nothing about my ruined life because
that is a subject that would not interest you. I think it is time to say

Munich. In olden days when the
people of Munich were starving an
sssel. disguised as a little child and
dressed In the yellow and black gart
of a monk, came down from heaven to
help the people. Even to this day this
little child, the Munchener Kinder, hai
been the symbol of the Munich people,

and Instills into them the true essenci
of peace and happiness. But it casti
a magic hand over every stranger that
enters its gates.
Munich has the faculty of spoiling
all other places in the world for thost
who have once lived there. It is nol
beautiful like Vienna, nor gay like
Paris, nor picturesque like Rothen
;berg, but it is just Munich, and la
iloved for itself alone.
The cold unsentimental nirthern
Germans style Munich the "City cl
Peer and Art." but what does the still
I'erliner know about happiness, or a
cold Hanovern know about contentment, or a freezing Hamburger know
about sentiment? Munich has been
called the city of happiness.
Here you can live and be youreslj
and no one makes a comment. It,
you are a rank pessimist the Mun
chener will not try to reform you, or
If you are a gay optimist the Munchener will not stare at you; even Amorl-'can- s
are not picked out as curiosities

;

Munich.

jn

Perhaps the wide streets and
buildings of Munich have some-jthin-g
to do with the freedom of
;tliought of its people. There is no
ramped-ufeeling here, that is so
Characteristic of most cities. Ludwig-jBtrass- e
is one of the most imposing
etreets In the world. It runs from the
pillage of Schwabing, a broad straight
tetreet, end lined with beautiful massive buildings, down into the center
f town, and is terminated by a build-- :
3ng that is a copy of the Loggia at
France. In a way it is more beautiful
than the original, for it is raised from
the ground and looks more imposing.
SEvery Sunday morning the city band
jplays here and the people gather along
jLudwigstrasse to listen to the music.
Such happiness
these people get
Srom simple pleasures every after-hooThe same band plays in the
Bofgarten and the park is packed wltb
people who stop their work to feed
their souls. Some parade back and
spa-icio-

-

n.

'3

t1

ri

'Old Rathhauss

iIn Munich.

'forth,' while others sit at the tables
'llong the sides and sip ices and
cof-fte-

lint beneath all this apparent

idle-e-s

and pleasure loving, Munich is
very busy place. It la the very heart
"9f young artistic Germany, and the
peat revolutions that have taken
laco in newspaper and Journalistic
trt have come direct from here, the
boms of the Jugend, the Slmpliclssi-tnii- s
and other weekly papers. These
tofrt'iniis have introduced lmpres good"
lrTi!m to our English and American
"I never in my life," interrupted the
but even still a Munchener young woman with Indignation,
"saw a
Vtiet can toll a story in one line, for person twist things the way you do I
.
ten.
use
must
an
Eifelih.mau
'jSi'cli
didn't say anything at all!"
.he Munich academy is the second
"Yes, you did plenty!"
t
in tha world and has sent forth
"Well," said the young woman
inch men as William Chose, Frank anxiously, "if I did I didn't mean it,
If
Selsser.
you
Jjpveneck and Martin
really!"
funchener who was the most
V'
"Well, that's different," conceded
trrortimt man in the world, the an- - the young man. "Can it be that you
and
Is
the
either
regent,
tver
prince
don't want me to go?"
I
tYnnze Von Stuck of Franze Stuck
course
"Of
not foolish!
That
irrl the prince regent.
girl across the street would
Spreese
They love the kindly old prince, but be perfectly sure to hear of it."
Jrlr awe of Stuck Is marvelous. His
"Really," said the young man, movvord is considered final in art, and ing over close to her, "that
Sproese
appreciation Is shown not only pirl is an angel, since ehe has been
as
but
substantially
eiilinintally,
kind enough to fix up our quarrel for
v Ml. for he was presented with a us." Chicago Daily News.
;utlful home by the government
trd a nice pension besides. He is a
His wife OFFICER KEEPS SELF WARM
ll. di.rk. handsome man.
rn American, and although very
tend of his wife, he does not like to Policeman Covers Standing Place In
e too much American independence
Order to Avoid Cold In
lit-lWinter.
Topping out in his children. His
.
pin is a true little German frau-f.nwhile his boy takes all his traits
St. Louis. Patrolman R. O. Ely. t
frd-- n
h' mother's ancestors, and is nembrr of the traffic squad in East
to be no favorite with his father. St. Louis, is taking no chances on getrMitft( i one of the teachers of the
ting cold feet in winter. On the spot
bi't the best life class here where he has to stand in order to direct, passing vehicles, there is an iron
by an American from
f liddedOri
Marr. The ZukpI animal m.'mlic'o. The iron plate mad'j an
Ideal placo from which to signal in
bk is on- - of the famous art classes
at I be world.
but with the cold weather the
iur;iim-rof Iron became cold, so did the
ih''t
R.ilir Weighed 18 Pound.
patrolman's (net. So ho ha mode at
e
dmie.hter of tiis own frxpenna a rubber and filwr
U'!r,,e!l,iirro,
furnished inl;t, and hns obtalm-A, Morrow
in .
permlastnn
whn 1ih wait Vrn. to fovf-- lli jriaiiSiolu with the noil-lo- r
,.,,.
1
.) JS JjOIMMh t"'1 '.
,
,
,.',1
of cold.
'
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Ey ANITA CAVENAUGH.

By FRAWK ROUSELETT.

City cf Munich is Loved by
ple for Itself Alone,

LAUGHABLE

ALREADY

BETTY

OF

HER STRONG REMARKS BARTERING

WEDNESDAY, "JANUARY 8, 1913.

y"oPT'ic7

"Just why," queried Billy as meekly as his 175 pounds would permit,
"are you Jilting me? Here is your
ring. I bought It today." He tossed tha jeweled circle on the table before them.
"Oh. Billy, what a beauty? May I
try it on for a minute?"
"For as long as you like. No
other woman will ever wear a ring of
mine." There was bitterness In his '
young heart.
"I wish you could put it on,
Billy, Just as if nothing had happened."
He saw the tears glittering on her
lashes and suddenly caught her hands I
In his own.
"What is it, Betty dear? What's '
,

est with

i..i

i

r,

v-

.

v t

"1- l

YK

ft

!

GOOD

When the. servants had answered
the summons, and the thief lay bound
in the floor, Billy proceeded to search

MAIN

L

Watttotf

uegutar
munication first and
third Thursday in
frX
641011
month. Visiting
DrotnorB cordially in-- f
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M,, H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
l

To buy good pool table.
Address D. J. Cassldy, Mora, N. M.

WANTED

For Rant
BOARD and room, 710 Grand avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished flat, strictly
511 Ninth street.
modern.

ery Monday evedn
Caatls
ning
Vlsltini
Hall.
Knights ar- cordi
ally invited. Chas
Liebachner. Chancellor Commander
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records
and Seal.

$(ffcV

AiiK
sy'

Dick."

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening;
eaci
month at VV. O. W. Hall. Visitinj
brothers cordially invited.
Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornnlu
Secretary.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,

'

Matron; James O.
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Secretary. Phone Main
329, 120 Grand avenue.

LOLAL

TlMt CAM

Rut-ledg-

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting m mbers are
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring, No.
president; J. T. Buhlrjr secretary; No.
No.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
No.

Home

2....
i

8
JO

Depart
9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p.
p.
a.
p.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first

for Sale

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
FOR SALE Small wood heating
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
stoves, open coal grates, hard coal
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
burners, also some second hand furIsaac Appel,
cordially invited.
niture. Plaza Hotel.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
retary.
FOR SALE Grey horse and brown
horse at Chafin's livery stable on KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CINO. 804. Meets second and
Friday, January 10 at 2 p. m. to
highest bidder for cash. Proceeds
fourth Thursday in O. R. C, Hall,
to mortgagee. C. A. McMillan, AucPioneer building.
Visiting memtioneer.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

L

Lost

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

L

WEST BOUND
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:20 p.
6:35 p.

1
3
7
9

m
m
m
m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m.

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

ATTOKNKY.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunaei

Attorney
Las Vegas.

New Mexlo.

CLIFFORD PLEW
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Olive 5462
Residence Telephone
Main- - $7
Office Telephone
E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Crockett Building.
Main lis
Office Telephone
House Telephone
Main 166
DR.

--

DR. F.

R. LORD

tr

Will be associated wita Dr.

ClltrJ

Plew indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main 67
Office Telephone
Main 418
Residence Telephone

Meets every Monday evening at

Here is a remedy that will cure your
Why waste .time and money exset a preing brethren cordially invited to at perimenting when you can world-widtend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.; paration that, hag won a
by its cures of this disease
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, reputation
and can always be depended upon?
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; It is known everywhere aa ChamberC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
lain's Cough Remedy, and Is a medicine of real merit For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
B. P. 0. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
If your children are subject to atmonth Elks home on Ninth street tacks of croup, watch for the first
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
child becomes hoarse and the attack
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conmay he warded off. For sale by all
don, Secretary.
dealers. Adv.

their hall on Sixth street

All visit- cold.

e

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
iardwood Finishing, Paper Ha&rlna
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
.
est Side Plaza
Old Towd

--

er More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to
200 lbs.,. Each Delivery
Less than 5J lbs., Each Delivery

H. C. YOUNG

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS

HONEY

ANT Ads
Are Best

and

TAR

Market Finders

COMPOUND
He--M-

Modern

Campaigner.
"Mn," screamed the oldest girl,
"here comes the candidate?"
Lock the gate, let out ttu
"Murcy!
dog, tell the man your pa don't smoke
and' nake him show a health permn
If be offers to kiss the baby!"
Well Balanced.
Marie I think Choily Ih a dBllght
ful dawwr; he's so light on hU fuel.
Uni' - VVhM) J'ou'ib Ix'Mur
Uiiit h
is
iiuiili.liil, you'll
ni lci ii (win. I'MtMinilur

ii''jv.r

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Ketuse sustitutes.
Red Cross Drug Co.
O.

AVENUE

HERMAN

FOLEY'S

father is a very independ
ent man.
Shf Then he is a widower?

lbs.
lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

&

Grand Ave

429

lbs.
lba.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

51 GU PAINTING
0.

20c per 100
25c per 100
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

.

Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
PICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
520 Sixth St.
East Las Vegas.

Automobile.CarridjJe

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

.

A
',-j-

m.
m.
m.
m.

DENTISTS

N.

lii---

0. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordi
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adler,
President: E. C. Ward, Secretary

.

Y

!

F.

welcome and cordially tnvlted.

PETER P. MACKEL

not caring to announce a loss In
bis friends' house.
Billy held up his valuable old watch.
'How many of you have lost Jewelry
Weston I'm going to call my pritonight?" He opened a box full of vate golf links Bunker Hill.
pins, trinkets and a strirg of pearls
Preston Why?
worth a king's ransom.
Weston 1 can never win on them
"My pearls!" shrieked Mrs. Stanley
Weyland.
THE ONLY KIND.
"My horseshoe pin!" cried Betty's
mother.
"My emerald bracelet,' moaned Kitty Melears. "It's the one you gave me,

1

KNIGHT8 OF
THIAS Meets

FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the World hall,
room
FOR RENT Two
furnished
on the second and fourth Fridays
house, 921 Lincoln.
of each month at 8 p, m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
Visiting members are especially
choice rooms in the New Elks'

Directory

jL

NO. .

LODGE

.

No.
No.
NO.
No.

Business,.

y,

DORADO

com-

ivi.

Worthy

rsk'i.j,ijflL'!MLf?j

There was consternation on his face
when he felt in an empty pocket.
"Why, I I," he floundered miser-ibl-

'lUDf

OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

Child's silver purse, with lon
chain. Finder return to Optic ol
fice and receive reward.

chair.

UU

ADVER

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LOST

"There's father's watch," screamed
"The one grandfather gave
Betty.
him. And mother's horseshoe of diamonds! What a bold thief!"
The police made a quiet entrance
to take their prisoner. Billy and Betty went downstairs to return the
spoils. Everybody was busy playing
bridge. Not one of them had discovered any loss.
"What time have you, daddy dear?"
isked Betty stopping by her father's

(t

COLUMN

NAME

him.

Ill,

a.

Reg-.OiuI-

me, girl!"

fcood lilllH.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
two
No
than
ad to occupy less spacs
Austin Ah! Evelyn, I sometimes
conclave sec. d Tues-$- r'
wish that I had been a humorist and lines. All advertls ments charged
In each month at 'Maday
could make people laugh.
will be boqkd at space actually st,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Evelyn But you don't have to be Without regard to number of words.
Klnkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Rea humorist for that, Austin.
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
WHAT WIFEY HAD SAID
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams.' H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

window."

ttMVH

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Five

Betty glanced about her apprehensively. "Somebody will hear."
"I took great care to bring you
straight to my den."
"For heaven's sake, Betty, why this
suspense? Let the ax fall. Have you
discovered that you don't care for me,
after all?"
"No, Billy. I love you better than
anything else in this world."
"That settles it," said Billy, slipping
the circle of big diamonds on her
finger. "Neither man nor devil can
take you away from me now."
Betty looked down at the auburn
head bent over her hand. "Don't, Billy 1" she cried sharply. "Don't make
love to me. If you do, I never can give
you up, and father says "
"So your father objects."
"Only on principle, Billy."
She took the ring from his finger
and handed it to him solemnly.
"He says that I am keeping you
from getting a good business start,
that you have no head for figures."
"In other words, he thinks I'm no
man, Just a plain boob."
"Now, William, remember what the
doctor said about your health and
"No, he believes that you are clever, but he says you never take any- don't run."
thing seriously, that you are only in
love with me temporarily. You won't
AN ARTISTIC DEVOTEE
want me after you get me," sighed
Betty.
Billy lookked at her, and his pulse
throbbed as he caught her and held
her close to him. "I am going to
show father a thing or two," he
said.
Hearing footsteps, he released
her.
A man supported himself, swaying
by the curtains in the doorway.
"I beg pardon," he said thickly.
"Didn't mean to disturb you and the
I I was just looking about,
lady.
you know "
As he spoke, Billy covered him with
the little pistol he had taken from
the table drawer.
"Up with your hands! Quick about
It!"
The stranger's expression changed
perceptibly.
"I've had a little too much. That's
ill. Don't make a row. I'll go
now."
Dunn How pale and careworn Mrs.
"Not with the property of my
looks!
Brown
mother's guests in your pockets. Your
Gunn Yes, she has on her Lenten
drunken ruse does not work with me.
complexion.
Getty, please touch that bell by the

Slid

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOOD3 OBTAJ NABLB ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

RATES

I

"Quiet," ordered Billy. "I havo
everything. There's the thief!"
He pointed to the stairway where
two policemen could be seen leading
away their prisoner.
"How did this happen, young man?"
Betty's father was perturbed. He was
annoyed that any man could take his
watch without his knowledge. He had
prided himself all his life on his ability to read character. "The fellow
did not look like a thief."
"People, like things, are not always
what they appear," suggested Billy
meaningly. "I may not look like a
business man myself but I am going to
make you look to your laurels in that
Snyder-Mynat- t
suit tomorrow. And
I suppose I might as well tell you since
you'll have to know it anyway, I am
going to marry Betty."
"Upon my soul, you astonish me,
sir!"
"My dear girl," whispered Betty's
father to her, "don't tell Billy what I
said about him. 1 can't afford to have
him for in enemy. Tell him that I
will be proud to welcome him into my
family. Tell him anything you like.
So he's the. young scoundrel who is
about to beat me out of that fifty thousand la the Bnydor-Myniit- t
ca,m, I
won't put up with it,' ll ought to
Java buiilii'iBa for u olih r ikwyhra

WANT

CAFl

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

TOE

G.

Scnaefer

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.
M

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someone
and would never hear of
your property unless it were advertised here.
wno reaas the ads. in this nswspaper

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and
anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical in-

are

struments.
When you
for a coutfli
liilit's ('outfit
bo (lcH'iiiii'd
tfuftj lo tiikn.

want a reliable medhlnt
or cold tuka Cahmbcr
llemudy, It tan itlwim
ijion and in phtutsmil. mnl
I'ur hmh by till rtaUir

As the clinotlfted ads. are read by all possible buytus, of all
sort of tlitucs, they have come to be f!ndrs of the bmt m

pos-elbl-

St'TH,

e
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

ihe Ha
X
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure's Magazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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Light automobile lamps
this evening.

at

o'clock

Try a dram Qf Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

The cold weather and snow were
again on the job today in the delay
ing of the Santa Fe railroad trains.
The first section of train No. t: was
one hour late. The second section
of train No. 3 was four hours late
This afternoon's train No. 1 wa3 over
two hours late and trains Jo i ai.d
No. 9 of this evening will be e rcril
hours late. Going east train No. 10
was two hours and 15 minutes late.
The evening trains gf'ing eaoi w.re
reported on time this afternoon.

ThA LadieB Aid Bociety of the Bap-

tist church has postponed its regular

PEO POUtlB 30 CENTS

Finch's Golden Wedding Eye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

,

Regardless of the notice in last
night's Optic, the Woodman Circle
and W. O. W. ivill have joint lnstal-latioof officers tonight.

AT

p. DesMarals, county su
perintendent of schools, wishes to call
especial attention to the examina
tions for teachers which will be held
Friday and Saturday, January 10 and
11. The examinations will be held in
the North school building in the
town of Las Vegas and will begin
Friday morning at 8 o'clock. All parsons who wish to qualify as teachers
and take positions during the remainder of the year, should take
these examinations. Dr. Des Marais
declares there are a number of vacancies In the county schools. Those
who pass the examinations are likely
to obtain a position without delay.
Dr. M.

J. B.

DAI

The De L.uxe restaurant, of which
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Warner are the
proprietors, was obliged to close Its
doors yesterday on "account of the
severe cold.
A marriage license was issued this

TEA TALKS

morning at the court house to
Garcia, agea 22, of Las Vegas,
and Maria Eva Valdez, aged 16, of
Upper Las Vegas.
n

NOT AN ORNAMENT.

their cup quajjty not
that you may know
for this week) sell' for

CASH

.

v a,

;

25c per lb.
35c per lb.
40c per lb.
55c per ltx
75c per lb.

1.00 per, lb.

?
'"'

this week our Splendid "CREAM
LOAF" flour, the best flour on the market $1.50,
Also for

per sack.

16

J.

lbs. Sugar for $1.00

H. STEARNS
G

R.OCE

R-

Cook, who resides in Ribera,

this morning applied at the court
house for $14 as bounty on seven
coyotes killed by him near his home.

THE CASH GR.OCER

Our 35c Teas for
Our 50c Teas for
Our 60c Teas for
Our 75c Teas for
Our 1.00 Teas for
Our $1.25 Teas for.

-

Mrs. T. J. Scott this morning met
An aftermath of the lecture deliver
with a painful accident at her home ed
by Dr. F. V. Fisher at the Y. M. C.
on Seventh street. When walking on
A. on "The Panama Canal", was the
a hardwood floor she slipped and n
turning in by the boys of the junior
'
falling broke her ankle.
class of the Y. M. C. A. of essays
(based on. the lecture.
The manuSecretary Phil LeNoir has donated
have been submitted to the
scripts
to the Y. M. C. A. a set of hooks of
Miss Davis of the High school
the works of George Elliot, which judges,
and Dean Carroon of the Normal Uni
will be put in the new library recent
versity, and the prize winner will be
ly started at the association.
announced at the Saturday morning
class. The prize is a gold
gymnasium
The United States postoffice de
Y. M. C. A. button. When Dr. Fisher
partment has appointed postmasters
heard of this idea of having the boys
at the following offices: Abo, N. M.,
Antonia Cisneros, postmaster; Olive, write essays on the lecture, he wi
N. M.. Marie A. Rrown. nostmaster. highly pleased and requested the secretary of the association to forward
the
prize winning essay to San FranThe Y. M. C. A. nas received a do
cisco to be used as an exposition exThe
nation, of
National Sportsman
fox one year, and this well known hibit. Dr. Fisher also asked that the
sporting magazine will be put on the poster advertising the lecture be for
table in the association reading warded to San Francisco.

room.

mis evening at

s:3U

o'clock

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour s&
REGULAR RETAIL VALUB, $13.00
We iturctiMGd pevernl carload! of thla bonuttrnl dinner-wa- r,
and ow
as an exclusive deRlK-purchaselowenacted tb tnaaufacmrwr to Rive
nJ a very
price. We are charging part of t he cost to "advertising
only auk yoa to pay a perron tape of the actual coat of the
xptmse."la and
oC a beautiful
Cosmos' riesiKn and cannot he duplicated In
it
ut,
nallty for lean than 14 in Any retail China store. It is guaranteed by both
tue manulaeturer and oursefvea.
There la a coupon in every nct of LARABFE'S Floor. Send na five
vttpona and fci.w in cash, draft, postal or expreaa money order, aud we will
end you one of thse beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and re
nttranoo to The China Department of the Lam bee Flour Mitts Company,,
iuK'hinson, Kan sit . Be sure to write your name and addrett plainly,
Tfcc ccupr.as :y l.AttABEJS'3 Ficnr arc ais;; jrood for Rogers Silverman
and other valuable premiumaAalt for UesoripUvo circular.
fetrsr
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You'll Like it.

It You Are
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looking for the best Quality of Buckwheat and Pan-- ,
cake Flour. Jf you want
something: extra good try
our fresh Wisconsin Buckwheat Flour.

We have Ralston Buck,
wheat and Pancake Flour,
Aunt Jemina's Buckwheat and Pancake Flour. Also Swans-dow- n
Cake and Potato Flour.
To go with the above we have Solitaire, Old Manse, Old
Style and Cabinet Maple Syri'p. Also the best Sorghum and
Iire.Hkf.i-- t Syrups. From this date we will meet
any advertised
for Un- wme Quality of goods for strictly cash. We
cash !ri--ure sdop! in iff, .i.iti
j hi a monthly pay h.ty ale.
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MIXED BOWLING
A mixed double

on

the Elks' bowling alleys the Witten
and the Kelly teams will roll the second bowling game in the new Elks'
league. All Elks and their ladies are
cordially invited to attend.
Evangelistic services will be held
First Methodist Episcopal
church every Wednesday evening
during the months of January and
February. The services will begin
promptly at 7:30 o'clock and' last
only one hour. A cordial invitation
Is given to all to attend. This even
ing the pastor will preach upon the
topic "An Appealing Fact and a Personal Inquiry."

at the

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
MAN-LLFD Flour that makes Baking

8,

1913.

SPIRIT

WAS IN

The county commissioners this afternoon finished the wora of their
January meeting. The commissioners
5:41 have been in session since Monday
This meeting was devoted
morning.
largely to financial matters.

monthly meeting Indefinitely.

Tea is a BEVERAGE
Our teas are selected for
for their looks. In order
this for yourself we will,

J

SPEII'S

Regular dance at F. B. ball to
night. Adv.

Fresh Barrel
Just Opened

IKE
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JANUARY

Earl Hoke, assistant cashier of the
First National bank, was unable to
be at work today on account of

LOCAL NEWS
IS

WEDNESDAY,

f"

TOURNAMENT.
tourna-

bowling

ment is being arranged for the Elks'
club and tomorrow evening the first
game will be rolled on the Elks'
alleys. The committee which has
this tournament in charge is desirous
of obtaining
as many
entries
as is possible. Every Elk who wishes
to enter the tournament should do
so at once, handing in also the name
of his lady partner. Five Elks and
their ladies will bowl tomorrow even
ing.
Two

strings fire to be rolled in
stead of the usual three strings. The
Individual scores of each lady will
be kept and at the end of the tourna
ment the lady having the highest
average score will be awarded a
The Las Vegas hospital has receiv prize. All Elks and especially the m- ed a cash donation of $25 from the dies are Invited to attend the game
J. E. Rosenwald lodge B'Nai B'Rith. tomorrow evening, which is schedThe members of the hospital board uled to commence at 8 o'clock.
wish to extend their thanks to the
CARD OF THANKS.
lodge for this New Year's gift which
is especially appreciated, as the exMrs. M. M. Wood and family
penses of the hospital are somewhat wish to thank the many friends who
greater than usual just at present. gave so unstintedly of their assistThe kind and generous spirit which ance and sympathy on ttie occasion
prompted this gift is greatly to be of the death of their husband and
father. J. O Wood, "o iho Masons
eommpndpd.
rnd all others who sen th.: yrfns'oii
o: befiutifi'l flowers thuiics jiKo is
extended.
"If We Do II, It's Rijjht"

Opportunity
Is Knocking at Your

Door
Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you will
not hesitate to give us the
work.

Las YH's Steam
Laundry

tion from
and many thousands
standpoint
it theil
throughout the cy-- 1 try
hearty support uf'terms of time and
cash, it remains for the boj the bo
from 10 to 16 years or age who partakes of the privileges and reaps the
benefits in terras of health, ; added
Btrength and munilness, to really and
deeply appreciate the association and
know what it means to a community.
Yesterday The Optic announced
through its columns that the Y. M.
C. A. wanted a library and stated
that Colonel Twitchell had "started
the ball
by donating his
two volumes "Leading Facts in New
Mexico History." Toay a boy, Dan
R. Burks, came forward and otferorl
to give practically bin whole library,
books, casj and all, to the Y. M. 0.
A. no that "tiiD other fL'o" wi.I
as H
me opfrti'iiti'
have the
i
KUllU-)UH 1,'l't.
I'Xlk'i'
pifl
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LAS VEGANS, EXPECTING A COLD
NIGHT, WERE SURPRISED AT
UNUSUAL WARMTH

oi'n"3 clerks,
hurrying supperwards from their
work, carried their overcoats over
their airms, disdaining the protection
of the garments which had given them
grateful refuge from the cold blasts
of the morning. Pretty stenographers
appeared without furs, many of them
wearing spring suits with jackets un
buttoned, showing glimpses of white
shirtwaists.
their
Young ladies entertained
"steadies" on the front porch, because It was too wrarm in the library.
Youths debated whether or not to
slip into their) summer B. V. D's or
stay with the "other kind" a while
longer. Father thanked goodness
that their slavery to the coal man
was about over. Mothers began cleaning up the refrigerators and decided
to order a few more pounds, of Ice
daily.
The kids begged to be allowed to
play outdoors, promising to arise ear
ly In the morning and prepare their
neglected lessons. Birds chirped and
hopped from limb to limb; the buds
upon the trees swelled and prepared
to burst Into blossom. And occasion
ally one could see a late model 1913
straw hat being worn by some dresser of class."
In fact, everybody in" Las Vegas
was happy and contented last night
And they had a right to be. The
temperature had performed a most
noble feat; instead of dropping to
20 degrees below zero, as it had done
on Monday night, it went down to
18 below and refused to drop another
notch. The unexpected warmth was
appreciated, and, as was said before,
everybody was happy. The weather
man was cordially blessed for dealing so leniently after his severe tactics of the night before.

J
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Philadelphia use only
--

:

Hoosier Cabinets ?

The proof of the pudding is the eating.
Shrewd men like the Philadelphia School Board do not buy equipment
for their classes In cookery without reason.
The Hoosier Cabinet proved m every test an ideal of home convenience. It is simple, compact, and wonderfully well built It can't
get out
of order.
Convenience coupled with quality made the sale. "It puts everything at
your finger's ends like a desk," said one man.
So the Philadelphia schools paid the fixed retail
price for the Hoos'er
Cabinet when others could have been had for nothing.
This is one reason why you shoul d have a Hoosier Cabinet in your
kitchen today. It eaves miles of step for tired feet.

J.

C. JOHNSEiN & SON
UCFN5ED AGENTS FOR

II OGSIERKITCHEH CABINETS

I

JeffersonRaynolds
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Prgidt!
Hd'ett

.

Daviu Vice President

.,

.. .ri. F.r

Raynoics Cashier

Ktke Asm Ceftier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Scrpltjsi and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

WILSON

TALKS POLITICS.
N. J., Jan. 8. Senator
Trenton,
Hoke Smith of Georgia and Senator
Thomas H. Gore of Oklahoma, con-

r

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
ferred with President-elec- t
Wilson 1
!
the state house today on a variety of
1
subjects affecting the new administration. The chief subject before
them was the situation in the senate
with regard to the
iOf
by , a report that Greek troops havo
committees and the status of the con- ENGLAND WILL BACK
been landed in the vicinity of the port
tests in Maine, New, Hampshire, Illiof Kavala on the Aegean Sea atd
nois and South Dakota, where the
that a force of Greek soldiers ha
THE
CLAIM
election of democrats to the United
been sent northward to Drama. Dr.
States seate is considered a possibilS. Daneff, the chief Bulgarian envoy,
ity.
IT IS RUMORED GREAT BRITAIN made prompt representations to Pro- WILL
mier Venlzeles of Greece on the subENDEAVOR
TO HELP
PORTE KEEP ADRIANOPLE
ject
This is the last, nigiht for the distriThe Bulgarians point out that the
bution to the Santa Fe men of the
Constantinople, Jan. 8 Sir Edward Greeks have not the slightest right
tickets for the Santa Fe concert. The Grey, the British foreign minister, to, interfere in that district which
secretary of the Y. M. C. A. an- has submitted to the powers a pro- was conquered solely by the Bulganounces that the association office posal preserving Aarianople to Tur- rians and that to send
trops there, afwill be open tonight until 10 o'clock, key,
according to a statement made ter the Bulgarians had withdrawn In
or later if necessary to accommodate today. The retention of
ihe city will order to concentrate their entire army
those who wish the ticket
be subject to the dismantling of the at the Tchatalja lines, is considered
fortifications and sundry economic a gratituous affront
restrictions.
It is understood that
the proposal stands a good chance of
PREFfcRS THE ASYLUM
acceptance.
.. .NeWjiom, Jan. i. Harry Thaw is
The state qf mind, both of the
credited wiih an emphatic ".No'' when
Turkish army and the Turkish pubasKtd, last uieht it ne pieiened to
lic, precludes any weakness on the
spelid
the uishi iu the city rather than,
mm
m
m m
part of the Ottoman government in to
return to uis quarters in the
regard to this question.
.insane hospital. '
1
It has even been suggested that a
"ThaW was here- to testify at thu
naval demonstration by the powers
trial of the suit brought against his
would find the Turkish government
mother by John u. uieawm, an attorand people united in the firm determination to cling to Adrianople, what- ney iu Thaw's trial, lor $&0,000 counsel fees. As the suit was not itaoii-e- d
ever might be the cost
iu court yesterday, Thaw's visit
Officials here are convinced that
was a useless one, but before return- - '
Turkey would have arrived at a satto Alatteawan he was treated to
isfactory understanding with the Bal- ing
kan allies it' some of the European a dinner in om of the prominent I
street. Although.
powers had not stiffened their bacKs. cafes of
it wag In wine dinners and reveiery
the
that
claim
emisBulgarian
They
sary who visited Constantinople Id along the Great White Way that Thaw
much of his youth, befora
December practically agreed to the spent
the slaying of Stanford "White, ho
Turkish standpoint.
met few who recognized him.
lie was much subdued and sobered
(Display In South Window)
All Eyes Turn Toward Constantinople
London, Jan. S. Interest Un the and when one of the men who had
Balkan situation has now shifted to him in custody asked him if he
y
Your Choice
Constaninople, from which capital it would cu-- to stay in .New York at
is expected that the form of action a fashionable hotel over night he rewhich the European powers have de- plied firmly:
"No, I prefer logo back to Mattea-wa- n
cided to take will be divulged.
The
f J
this evening."
decks are displaying great dissatisHe went back, but will
faction at the leading part taken uy
probably rt-- I
urn a .tl., today.
Italy, RHDjjorted by Germany and
in Dut plans to deprive
thmi of lit- - j. rid of Imbrof, Jm-iio- t,
7i;ij.-!,6tJilylem:, Chine,
AN IHim WEDDING
f 9
in,'! I!)jodi-sfor 1'ns'ilis whidt L
i.'.i,'i
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FIRST LIBRARY DONATION.
While the men iu the city appreciate a Young Men's Christian Associa-
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